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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to develop and field test
a method of establishing diagnostic validity.
For a diagnostic test to be valid it must have pro-
cedures built into it which make possible correct error
prediction. The following procedure resulted in the develop-
ment of a method of measuring diagnostic validity.
A diagnostic test and an achievement test, both from
the same subject area, were selected and administered to a
group of students.
Data on types of error were collected and matched to
items on the diagnostic test. , The errors that result from
making each error-type on each diagnostic test item were com-
piled.
The error data generated by the diagnostic test were
matched to the constructed errors and a listing was made of
the variety of error-types made by each student. For each
reliable* error type made by a student, error predictions
were made for all possible cases on the students’ achievement
test. For all other items, correct responses were predicted.
Since students make both reliable and non-reliable errors, an
adjustment formula was designed to adjust the number of
1
2correct responses predicted, to reflect non-reliable errors
made by students but not predicted by the procedure.
The adjusted predictions were then checked against
student performance ori the achievement test and the findings
tabulated. Data dealing with individual and group error
making were gathered.
The findings were not intended to constitute a
validation procedure for the diagnostic test selected. They
were intended to test whether the method developed constitutes
a measure of diagnostic tests* validity. The method was
field tested on a group of 29 students. The following measures
were developed!
(1) An Efficiency Index
Total Number of Errors of the Reliable Error-Type
R Variety Made by a Student
^ * Total Number of Errors Made by a Student
This ratio is a measure of the tests’ efficiency at identifying
reliable error- types. A reliable error is defined as an error
which occurs three or more times on a given test. This ratio
can be derived and interpreted for each individual student
and for the test as a whole.
(2) Index of Prediction Accuracy
The Number of Correctly Predicted Answers Made
p by Students on the Achievement Test,CTot = Total Number of Predictions Made for a
Student on the Achievement Test
3This index is a measure of the validity of the test,
expressed in terms of decision making accuracy. It can be
derived and interpreted for each individual student and for
the test as a whole,
(3)
Index of Error Prediction Accuracy
p The number of Correctly Predicted Wrong AnswersINeg = made by students on the Achievement Test
The Total Number of Predicted Wrong Answers
made by students on the Achievement Test
This index is a group statistic only,
(4)
Error Prediction Discriminator
_
Number of Error Predictions Made
Total Number of Predictions Made
The closer is to one (1) the more significance one
can attach to both Pqijiq^ and percentages.
(5)
Consistency of Pq-jq-i; Across People
By examining the range and standard deviation of the
individual Pq^q^ percentages, it is possible to assess the
diversity or similarity of the indices of validity across
individuals. The greater the range and standard deviation of
the indices, the less the consistency of Pq^q^ across
individuals.
The findings in this study demonstrate that the indices
and ratios developed are measures of the diagnostic validity
of
a diagnostic test.
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INTRODUCTION
Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
I. THE NEED FOR DIAGNOSIS
One of the more important components in the educational
process is diagnosis. Before a teacher can mount a viable
educational program, he must know what the potential learner
does and does not know. Frequently, the process of diag-
nosis is conducted implicitly. Teachers infer that because
a youngster is entering kindergarten or first grade, certain
skills are part of the learner's repetoire and certain others
are not. Furthermore, teacher observations of student
behavior provide additional clues as to the actual state of
student skills and concept development. Such techniques
usually constitute a broad base for designing programs of
study for youngsters. However, the imprecise nature of such
diagnoses frequently lead to misinterpretations of student
ability, and result in student failure and teacher frustra-
tion, as well as in time lost.
Diagnostic tools have long been sought in the various
fields of education in order to provide better definition
of skills development in the student. With an increasing
number of students entering school, and with greater stress
being placed on the delineation of behavioral objectives as
1
in such programs as the University of Pittsburgh's
Individually Prescribed Instruction (I P I ), the need for
greater precision increases, and informal diagnosis no
longer serves to provide an acceptable teaching situation.
As our contemporary curriculum becomes more
individualized, as each student is freed from the "lockstep
curriculum", as B. Frank Brown calls it, the need for
diagnostic monitoring of each student's ability increases.
So, also, as students are freed to function more
autonomously in the Open Classroom, precision tools for
diagnosing specific error making will be needed. For even
though a youngster may be freed to make curriculum deci-
sions on his own, the need for diagnostic tools to help
him overcome erroneous procedures and thought processes
become more acute, to prevent the student from losing
interest in subject areas that appear, perhaps through his
erroneous procedures, too difficult or obscure to warrant
further investigation. In an open classroom, diagnostic
testing becomes a facilitative format that can keep the
student interested in a subject or a project, by pre-
venting the frustration associated with constant error
making.
II. A BRIEF HISTORY OF DIAGNOSTIC
TESTING IN ARITHMETIC
The literature reveals no coordinated effort toward
the design of a diagnostic instrument prior to the 1920' s.
3Buswell and Judd report that up to I900, only about 30
published studies dealt with research in the area of
arithmetic which was of a quantitative and scientific
nature, (8) The Mental Measurements movement in this
country at the turn of the century, predates the intro-
duction of the first group of specifically diagnostic tests
in arithmetic by a quarter of a century. One of the first
of the diagnostic tests was the Compass Diagnostic Tests,
Brownell in reviewing the test, described it as follows:
Comprising twenty separate tests, each
containing an average of five parts, the battery
provides material for a total testing time of
nearly eleven and a half hours (though it is
only fair to say, of course, that no child would
conceivably be subjected to the whole battery), (3)
Grossnickle ' s evaluation pointed out that:
It is unfortunate that the phrase, "diagnostic
test in arithmetic," does not have a fixed
meaning. If a diagnostic test should show the
particular type of example which is not known,
then the Compass tests are diagnostic only in
name. No insight into the thought pattern of a
pupil can be obtained by the use of these tests.
They are diagnostic only in the sense that they
show the particular level at v/hich a pupil’s
work is unsatisfactory.
The Compass tests are essentially speed and
power tests. (10)
A more significant effort, published in the same year,
was the result of a major study conducted by Guy T. Buswell
and Lenore John. An individual test, Diagnostic Test for
Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic provided teachers with
a tool which could diagnose a limited number of errors
commonly made by students. However, this early test had
some significant drawbacks. Being an individual test, it
was cumbersome and time consuming to administer, and
required a trained administrator. Furthermore, the test
only covered the addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division of whole numbers. Grossnickle ' s review in the 1940
Mental Measurements Yearbook points out some other draw-
backs of the test.
First, the authors made no distinction between
errors and what may be considered questionable
habits of work. An error results in an incorrect
result. If a pupil uses a questionable habit of
work, his result may be correct. Thus, such
things as crutches are placed in the same category
as a faulty procedure or a combination error...
Second, the examples should be arranged according
to types and not according to difficulty.
.
.Third
,
the sampling of different skills or elements in
a process is not sufficient to use for making a
reliable diagnosis. . .Fourth, the check list of
errors is far from being complete. This is
especially noticeable in multiplication and
division. (10)
However, despite such drawbacks, the reviewer felt that this
test represented "...the first successful effort in standard
test construction in arithmetic to devise an instrument for
measuring the thought pattern rather than the finished
product." (Grossnickle 1 10)
Prior to the early 1920' s, relatively little formal
work on diagnosis and diagnostic testing in arithmetic had
been reported in the research literature.
Although numerous earlier studies had made
incidental reference to the analysis of pupils'
work, by 1925 there were only thirty-one
investigations that dealt explicitly with diag-
nostic and remedial work in arithmetic. Most
of these articles were local in nature,
unsystematic in approach and not comprehensive
in their treatment because the authors concerned
themselves largely with minor portions of the
field of arithmetic. (Schacht, 23)
5Brueckner et al. first published a more inclusive
study in 1923 with Brueckner publishing the first
comprehensive study on the diagnosis of the basic skills
in elementary school mathematics 7 years later. (4)
Dealing intensively with techniques of diagnosing student
difficulties in arithmetic, it is a pioneer effort in the
field of error analysis. During the late 1920 's and early
1930 's Brueckner, in partnership with various graduate
students performed some of the most significant studies to
be reported in the field of mathematical diagnosis.
Four major diagnostic tests were published in the
United States during the 1920* s. The Compass Diagnostic
Test in Arithmetic . 1925; Buswell and John’s Diagnostic
Chart for Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic . 1925; the
Los Angeles Diagnostic Tests by Caroline Armstrong and
Willis W. Clark, 1925; and, Brueckner 's Diagnostic
Arithmetic Tests . 1926. Only the Diagnostic Chart of
Buswell and John and the Los Angeles Diagnostic lests are
still being published today, with Brueckner' s original test
being replaced by his more comprehensive effort. Diagnostic
Tests and Self-Helps in Arithmetic , which he published in
1955.
In 1959 , David Rappaport published a diagnostic
test
under the title. Understanding the Meanings in Arithmetic.
However, it is no longer on the market. Finally,
in I 966
Leslie S. Beatty, Richard iviadden and Eric F.
Gardner
6published the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Tests
. Of
these six tests, only the work of Buswell and John has been
positively received by test reviewers as a true diagnostic
instrument
,
It appears that the efforts of the mid-twenties and
early thirties developed much of the background materials
necessary for the design of a diagnostic test. However,
formal educational diagnosis has not become a major theme
in American education as a result, Giossnickles review of
the Compass Diagnostic Test set the tone of the problem
of designing diagnostic tests when he stated that, "No
insight into the thought pattern of a pupil can be obtained
by the use of these tests," (10)
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III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A. The need for a validation procedure
for diagnostic tests .
If a diagnostic test does not give a teacher insight
into the thought patterns of a student, diagnosis becomes
uncertain and the diagnostic test becomes relatively useless.
It has already been mentioned that teachers frequently
perform the diagnostic function implicitly. That is to say,
teachers infer from available evidence that a given situation
suggests some thought pattern on the part of a student.
However, inference making is at best a precarious
function,
which when improperly handled, leads to misunderstanding,
misteaching and general confusion. Without properly
7validated diagnostic test instruments, the inferential
reasoning used by teachers in making diagnoses of pupil
problems leaves too much to chance and to the particular
perceptions of a teacher. It may indeed be possible for a
teacher to interview a student in an attempt at finding
out just what thought processes culminated in some particular
error behavior. However, individual interviews are not
always possible, due to lack of time, and in some instances
due to lack of the developed skills ori the part of the
teacher. Furthermore, many students do not verbalize well
and have difficulty in explaining their mental processes in
a sufficiently lucid manner to make this procedure work well
in all cases.
It would therefore be m.ost helpful to both teacher
and pupil if diagnostic tests could be validated for the
function of making inferences about a student's mental
processes based upon the evidence obtained from a test,
preferably a group test instrument. Tyler, writing in the
NSSE's 34th Yearbook on Educational Diagnosis, states:
Investigations by Buswell and John and by Burge
have shown that the attempt to diagnose children's
difficulties in arithmetic by inspection of the
test papers was reasonably valid for detecting
kinds of examples that they could or could not
solve correctly, but the method was not valid
for determining the mental processes involved in
the children's methods of work. Inferences as
to the processes were frequently in error, (25*. Chap. VI
j
It appears that two kinds of validation procedures are
The first called content validationunder consideration.
8deals with the ability of the test to cover a given area of
subject matter content and reveal whether a given student is
capable of solving problems in that area or not. The second,
called diagnostic validation, deals with the ability of a
test to determine the mental processes involved in a student’s
method of work. It is the purpose of this study to develop
and field test a method of establishing diagnostic validity.
IV. PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON
DIAGNOSTIC VALIDITY
There appears to be no authoritative literature on
the question of developing and field testing methods of
establishing diagnostic validity. Ralph W. Tyler came up
with two categories which he felt were useful in determining
f
the validity of an educational diagnosis.
One is the demonstration of the existence of a
condition known to have a causal relation to
the desired objective; the other is the
demonstrated effectiveness of a remedial program
based directly upon the diagnosis. Thus a diag-
nosis in reading that locates pupils who are
suffering from astigmatism may be shown to be
valid if it can be demonstrated that the pupils
so selected actually fail to focus both eyes upon
the same point without effort, and if it is known
or can be shown that astigmatism may act as a
causal factor preventing the development of
satisfactory comprehension in silent reading. Or
a diagnosis in chemistry that locates pupils who
fail to interpret chemical phenomena new to them
in terms of known chemical principles may be shown
to be valid if it can be demonstrated that a
remedial program that concentrates attention upon
interpreting new chemical phenomena^ in terms of
chemical principl6s does result in increased
achievement on the part of the students in
chemistry. (25:98)
However, there is
categories. The
no further elaboration on these two
first category, " ( the )... causal relation• « «
9to the desired objective..." (Tyler, 25) is somewhat
ambiguous. It may be assumed that Tyler means the causal
relation of the diagnostic test result to the desired
objective; however, it could also mean the causal relation
of the student impairment to the desired result. In any
case, this first category hardly provides a method of
establishing diagnostic validity. The second category,
"...the demonstrated effectiveness of a remedial program
based directly upon the diagnosis", (25) while more com-
prehensible, offers little in the way of methods or
procedures for establishing diagnostic validity. It would
undoubtedly be beneficial to have a remedial program;
however, to expect the remedial program's effectiveness to
provide the method of validating a diagnostic test would
create a situation in which it might be possible to have a
valid test denied its validity simply because the quality of
the remedial program was not high enough. It is as if (prior
to the discovery of the Salk vaccine) we invalidated the
diagnosis of tuberculosis simply because our remedial program
was not sufficiontly effective to validate our diagnosis.
Tyler himself recognizes the shortcomings in the development
of methods of establishing diagnostic validity.
The validity of methods of educational diagnosis
has not been given adequate attention. -Ve need
to check more carefully the methods of diagnosis
now in use and to exercise ingenuity in devising
more valid techniques where these are needed. (25j
Tyler hints at the existence of some methods of validating
diagnosis.
Investigations by Buswell and John and by Burge
have shown that the attempt to diagnose
children's difficulties in arithmetic by
inspection of the test papers was reasonably
valid for detecting kinds of examples that they
could or could not solve correctly, but the
method was not valid for determining the mental
processes involved in the children's method of
work. Inferences as to the processes were
frequently in error. On the other hand, these
investigators found it possible to discover
many of the mental processes followed in solving
arithmetic exercises by interviewing individual
pupils and asking each one to do all his work
aloud as he solved the various examples.
Additional questions were asked when the
examiner was in doubt as to the method of work
the pupil was following. This illustrates the
fact that a method cf diagnosis may be valid
for discovering certain factors, while not valid
for discovering other factors, (25»97)
The above suggests implicitly «that a formal method of
establishing diagnostic validity might already exist;
however, a follow-up on the authors mentioned, revealed no
such method. Investigation of the cited work of Buswell
and John revealed no method of establishing diagnostic
validity. Indeed, in a recent correspondence with Lenore
S. John (Appendix I), co-author with the late Dr. G. T.
Buswell of Diap:nostic Studies in Arithmetic , Miss John
states;
To my knowledge there has never been any formal
validation of the test. I think the expression
"reasonably valid" was used only in the informal
generafseLe, as you suggest. Of course, the
individual interview technique has been used by
many investigators, notably in some of the work
of Professor William A, Brownell and his
students. (7)
11
A search cf the work of Dr. Brownell reveals no specific
work with validation procedures. Dr. Brownell, as Miss John
suggests, did extensive work in the area of testing, and
individual interview techniques. The individual interview
technique of Brownell refers to a method of diagnosing
rather than a validation procedure. (3)
The work of Dr. Lofton V. Burge, entitled "Types of
Errors and Questionable Habits of Work Involved in the
Mechanics of Multiplication," does not reveal a method of
validating diagnostic tests. The work is a study determining
the types, frequency and probable causes of the errors and
the questionable habits of work used by children in their
responses to exercises involving the mechanical aspects of
multiplication. (6:85-86)
The work of Matthew H. Willing, entitled "Valid
Diagnosis in High School Composition" was examined. Willing
states his central inquiry in the opening of Chapter I.
The central problem of this study is to determine
the validities of two procedures for diagnosing
the weaknesses of individual high school pupils
in the formal elements of written composition.
The two procedures are these:
1. The error analysis of typical schoolroom
themes.
2. The error analysis of perform.ance in
typical proof-reading and error-
recognition tests. (27:1)
Two things make Willing's effort different from the central
focus of this author's study. First, 'Willing seeks to
determine the validities of procedures for diagnosing.
whereas this author’s study seeks t„ .
a method of establi h-s ing diagnostic validity
.
-au^.. —a
validation. For instance, Willing .
predicting
-...the average numbe
pupils Will make in 1
---
,200 words of diversifioH i
written composition on familia >, •
’ '
.
subject matter." (27.33)1 rng s specifically concerned with comparing error scoresormal tests and looking for degrees of correlation “;rlassroom writing. As Willing states it.
instance is cSseness^of ®^umined in this
pupils do in their evervdav^^^h^^^
criterion, then against whir^p^^ waiting. Theformal tests and in sinp-l p ?h scores in
measured is the analv7pf^ themes are to be
reliable samolin? of^f a
schoolroom writing fsSp ' ^ first drafti-±ux . Umphasis added) (27:2)
Willing’S procedure involved correlating error scores of
students on the two types of instruments, formal tests-
which he sought to validate thereby-and everyday school
writing.
More recently, the work of Rappaport suggests that at
least as of 1957, the best procedure for attempting to
validate a diagnostic instrument consisted in a reliance on
authority. Specifically, Rappaport. as part of his doctor’s
dissertation, devised a diagnostic test, later published
by Science Research Associates under the name, Understanrtin..
thb Keaninvs in Arithmetic
, a Diaanost^.
12
13
The 65 diagnostic items in Understanding the
Meanings in Arithmetic were selected from the
72 used by David Rappaport for his disserta-
tion at Northwestern University.
.
.The problem
.
of showing validity by the selection of items
is a formidable one. The test author used
questions which "fifteen specialists in
arithmetic" rated highly in validity as his
approach to it. (Johnson, 14)
A search of the professional journals does not provide
any additional data concerning the development of a method
of establishing diagnostic validity. Nor do diagnostic
test manuals provide evidence of developed diagnostic
validation procedures. The manual for Brueckner's Diagnostic
Tests and Self-Helps in Arithmetic published in 1955 does not
supply any information concerning the diagnostic validity of
the test. Indeed, the author does not undertake to provide
any data on content validity, .either, rather offering an
explanation of the nature of the test and its consequent
validity.
The validity of each of the Diagnostic Tests
and Self-Helps in Arithmetic is assured by the
comprehensive analysis of the underlying skills
in the operation involved and the systematic
developmental step-by-step sequence of the con-
tents of each test. Thus, Diagnostic Tests 1 to
4 contain all of the basic facts in the four
operations, while Diagnostic Test No. 5_ includes
a comprehensive sampling of all basic difficulties
in the uneven division facts.
Each cf the Diagnostic Tests of Fundamental
Processes (Nos. 6 to 23 ) begins with the simplest
possible skills in the process involved and
proceeds step by step through increasingly complex
skills until the highest level of complexity of
computation is reached in the given process.
The plan of arranging the multiple examples
of each specific step by difficulty in a given
14
process and in simple groups facilities the
scoring of the tests. It enables the teacher
to easily locate and identify difficulties and
to determine the level at which a general
skill tends to break down. (Manual of DTSA)
Nor do any of the older diagnostic tests of arith-
metic offer any enlightenment as to the development of or
use of diagnostic validity. Foreign diagnostic tests offer
even less data than the American diagnostic tests, not a
single one even providing a section on validity. Two of
the more popular diagnostic reading tests were studies.
The Doren Diagnostic Reading Test of Word Recognition Skills
(DDR), 1956
,
did a correlation of scores between the DDR
and scores on a reading achievement test. The Diagnostic
Reading Scales
. 1963i by George D. Spache has a much more
extensive section on validity.* Content validity is
developed, as is construct validity, concurrent validity,
predictive validity, and numerous comparisons were reported
with reading tests and group tests. However, no mention is
made implicitly or explicitly of diagnostic validity.
The newest of the diagnostic tests on the market
today, the Stanford Diagnostic Achievement Test . 1966,
contains the following paragraph in its manual under the
heading "Validity".
The validity of the SDAT may be discussed in terms
of its relationship with the curriculum and with
Stanford Achievement Test: Arithmeta.c Tests. The
relationship between SDAT and the curriculum must
be examined at the local level with a specific cur-
riculum in mind, SDAT is designed to cover those
features of the arithmetic curriculum where hin-
drances to normal progress may be encountered by
pupils. Thus, in examining the content validity
of SDAT
,
one would not expect to find a sampling
of* 3-il topics: for example, geometry, measurement,
and knowledge of terminology are not tested.
The correlation between SDAT subtests and the
three Arithmetic Tests of Stanford Achievement Test
were obtained on pupils in the Form W norm samples?
these are the same samples as used for obtaining
reliability data and intercorrelations among the
SDAT subtests. The correlations between SDAT sub-
tests and Stanford Achievement Test : Arithmetic
Tests are presented in Table 7.
A diagnostic test is frequently evaluated with
respect to its "diagnostic validity", i.e., the
extent to which it can really identify problems
(educational or otherwise) experienced by an indi-
vidual. Relatively little formal work has been
done in this area of arithmetic. And no direct
evidence of this sort is available on SDAT. It is
hoped that SDAT will contribute to the development
of research on diagnostic validity in arithmetic.
(SDAT Manual)
W. Todd Rogers, in evaluating the SDAT concluded:
The legitimacy of the SDAT as a diagnostic test
is not clear. Little research on the effective-
ness of group diagnostic tests in arithmetic has
been reported. The manual states, "It is hoped that
SDAT will contribute to the development of research
on diagnostic validity." At present it would seem
that this test should be reserved for research only.
(22:924)
Thus it appears that while some individuals have
concerned themselves with the lack of acceptable procedure
for validating a diagnostic instrument, none seems to have
developed and used a technique which measures the diagnosti
validity of diagnostic instruments. While the research has
revealed no substantive literature on diagnostic validity,
there has been some work on the constancy . consistency or
persistence of error making which bears directly on
‘diagnostic validity.
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V. CONSTANCY OF ERROR MAKING
Error making is attributable to a variety of causes.
Incorrect perceptions such as visual reversals; inadequate
perceptions, such as poor vision or hearing; external
distractions, such as loud noises; internal distractions,
such as are attributed to hunger, or emotional upheavals;
are but a few of the many causes of error making. However,
such causes are difficult to control. One source of error-
making however may be controllable. Whenever error-making
is due to faulty mental processes, it may be possible to
analyze the mental process used and create a program for
remediation. Faulty mental processes are recurring. They
are typical, which is to say, capable of being classified
into types. Research done during the 1920 *s and 1930's
investigated the nature of human error , and in particular
of the typical error or error-type which could be attributed
to faulty mental processes.
The concept of the existence and cause of "typical
errors" was investigated by Spencer, ( 1929) J compilation
of "typical errors" by Buswell and John, (192o), Brueckner,
(1930), and others; the role of intelligence on error
making
by Schacht, (I966) ; and, the constancy of error making
by
Brueckner, (1932), Grossnickle, (1939), and Myers, (1924).
article entitled, "Persistence of ErrorsIt was Myers, who in an
17
in Arithmetic", suggested that errors in arithmetic were
• constant and not due to chance. (18)
The concept of the "error type" or "typical error"
implies*
...that errors can be classified and grouped into
categories according to specified criteria. It
implies that it is possible to predict with reason-
able accuracy the "types of errors" which will be
made with a given set of problems. (Spencer, 24:2)
Spencer showed that "typical errors" exist in
sufficient quantities "...to justify their extensive consid-
eration by teachers and supervisors." (24:227-231)
The work on the reliability of diagnosis of error
making indicates that three or more forms of the same
example needed to be posed to assure the reliability of
student error making. Indeed,* as far back as 1932, Brueckner
showed concern over the validity and reliability of diagnosis.
In recent years, reports of comprehensive analysis
of the errors made by pupils in various arithmetic
processes have been made by Brueckner, Buswell,
Morton, and others. The findings of these basic
studies have suggested the necessity of extending
the scope of the analysis of pupil errors to such
questions as those related to the validity and ^
reliability of the diagnosis made. In the earlier
studies no attempt was made, for example, to
determine the consistency with which a particular
kind of error would appear in the pupil's work.
Obviously, it is important to discover whether or
not an error in procedure in solving a single
example in a test is a chance error or one that
will persist in other examples of a similar type.
In an attempt to develop a method of studying
the consistency of error by pupils, the investi-
gation herein reported was undertaken, v.3^
His conclusions;
Diagnosis of difficulty on the basis of an^analysis
of the written work on a tesc containing
singl
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examples of given types is likely to be unreliable
and invalid. Such a test may be used to locate the
types of examples that may be causing difficulty
for most pupils in a class, but it is not a safe
basis for individual diagnosis of faults causing
incorrect solutions. At least three examples of
each type should be included in a test for
individual diagnosis, since errors on single
examples are,.‘.in many cases, likely to be due to
chance or mere accident. In this study it was
found that there was a relatively high degree of
consistency of the type of error or specific fault
found in a pupil's work when as many as three or
four examples of a single type were solved,
incorrectly. (5*185)
While the work of Grossnickle (1939) suggests that
a reliable diagnosis of an error may require that as many
as five errors of the same type may have to be made per
student, it becomes apparent that diagnostic reliability
requires that at least three cases of the same error type be
made by a student, before the error-type can be attributed
to that student.
VI. THE ERROR-TYPE
The concept of error-type is central to the
development of a method of establishing diagnostic
validity. Any faulty mathematical process resulting in a
persistent erroreous answer is called an error-type. It
is necessary to stress the persistence or recurrence of
a particular erroneous answer to distinguish error-type
making from chance errors. Error types do not produce
chance errors. Error-types cannot produce consistently
correct answers. If 3- mathematical procedure
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produces a correct answer even though the mathematical
procedure is unconventional, frowned upon by teachers or
otherwise identified as questionable as a mathematical
procedure, it is not an error-type because it does not
produce an error. Throughout this study the terms error-
type and reliable error-type or RET will be used to describe
that particular class of mathematical procedures which
1. Result in erroneous answers, and which
2, Recur rather than being chance errors.
For definitional purposes an error-type is called reliable
only if it occurs three or more times in the work of a
student
.
VII. A METHOD OF MEASURING
DIAGNOSTIC VALIDITY
A. Introduction
In diagnosing, a teacher makes certain inferences,
based upon teacher observation of student behavior. The
more controlled the inference, the more controlled the
observational techniques and devices, the better the diag-
nosis will be. It follows that if we can organize and
standardize our observational techniques and devices, and
if we can quantify the degree of correctness of the
inference-making process, we can gain a measure of control
of the diagnostic process, and show in quantitative
terms
the degree to which a diagnostic test can be called
valid
for diagnostic purposes.
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Observational Control
. A diagnostician is not
interested in how many mistakes a student makes, but what
kind of mistakes he makes. What faulty mathematical
processes, error-types, does a particular student make with
some identifiable consistency. The diagnostic test is the
data gathering form, the mechanism of observation. However,
that gathered data must somehow inform the diagnostician of
the kinds of faulty mathematical processes that a student
makes, when he is making errors. Hence, a collection of
error-types, typical of the field being tested must be made.
When a student makes mistakes then, those mistakes may be
compared with the collected error-types to ascertain if a
student appears to use any of these faulty mathematical
processes. If the number of student errors that do corre-
spond to error-types is large, then the diagnostician has
considerable control over his observation. If the ratio of
student errors that correspond to error-types, to the number
of student errors that do not correspond to error-types is
large, then the diagnostician has considerable control over
his observation. Observational control factors, R, will be
described that quantifies this degree of control.
2. Inferential Control . Once a diagnostician has
gathered evidence concerning student error-making, and its
correspondence to compiled error-types, he is in a position
to attempt to draw inferences—make predictions—about
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further student behavior in the same content area. If the
ratio of correct prediction of student behavior in relation
to the total predictions made, is large, the diagnostician
has considerable control over his ability to infer correctly
on the basis of his test instrument. A predictive control
factor, P, will be described that quantifies the degree of
control.
Two numerical results will be sought. The first will
indicate the degree to which student error making, as
measured by a diagnostic test is classifiable according to
catalogued error-types. The second will indicate the degree
to which a diagnostic test algorithm can correctly predict
student behavior on an achievement test covering the same
area of content. *
Any paper and pencil test of academic content can
produce a count of right and wrong ansv/ers. However, the
fact that a skilled teacher or diagnostician may be able to
make some correct diagnoses based upon this data from the
test, does not, in and of itself make the test a valid
diagnostic instrument. The thesis of this study, is that
for an instrument to be valid as a diagnostic test, it
must have a procedural component designed into the con-
struction of the instrument which makes it possible to
correctly predict pupil error making on all those content
items of the test that were tested. The greater the
ratio
of correct predictions are to the total number of
predictions
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iTi3.d.6 f "th© grBatisr "th© lik©lihood of having a valid diagnostic
t©st. How©v©r, incorporating a procedural component into a
test which facilitates correct error prediction is not
enough to justify considering a test valid as a diagnostic
instrument. It is conceivable that one might design a test
to contain a procedure which led to correct predictions
of future student error making without anyone knowing as
a result of such predictions what particular error-types
,
faulty mathematical processes, were operant in the making of
the predicted errors. Thus, not only must a diagnostic test
incorporate a reportable procedure for predicting error
making, but the prediction algorithm must be based directly
upon the observation of particular error-types, otherwise
there is no basis for inference making.
After a diagnostic test has been selected to be
validated, the first step in the validation procedure is
to investigate the comprehensiveness, relevance and
precision of the collection of error-types from which
inferences will be drawn. If no error-types have been
compiled, then the test cannot be validated as a diagnostic
test
.
If a test has a comprehensive, relevant and precise
compilation of error-types, one can investigate how these
error-types are integrated into a prediction algorithm.
A prediction algorithm consists of a series of steps or
procedures whereby student error-making may be classified
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into error-type error making and non-error-type error
making, so that error predictions may be made based upon
those student-errors which can be identified as having
their origins in error-types.
A procedure must be developed so that it is possible
to distinguish between non-error-type error making and
error-type student error making. This can be accomplished
by compiling a set of error-answer or constructed errors
for each question on the diagnostic test based on the com-
piled error-types which apply to a given test question.
Thus for any given test question on a diagnostic test
a set of erroneous answers--called constructed errors
(C2)— is made to correspond, each of which was the result
of making a particular error-type on that test question.
Thus when one compares a student's answer to the com-
pilation of erroneous answers to constructed errors, it
becomes possible to identify the error-type that may have
been the mental process used by the student. Clearly, a
single occurrence of an error- type answer will not provide
a reliable basis for inferring that a given student did
indeed utilize a particular erroneous habit of thought to
arrive at that erroneous answer. The more frequently a
student's work displays a response identifiable with a
compiled error-type the greater the likelihood that the
error—type is indeed the faulty habit of thought that leads
to such error types.
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Since the prediction algorithm is designed to
create a set of predictions concerning student behavior
a criterion test must be selected or developed which is
capable of testing all error-types which can be made on
the diagnostic test to be validated.
Next one must identify a representative sample of
students and administer both the diagnostic and the
criterion test. It is better to administer the criterion
test ahead of the diagnostic test to preclude the possibility
of students learning from the diagnostic test. The possi-
bility that the students might learn from the criterion test,
would tend to create a situation in which misprediction is
increased rather than decreased, thus working against the
premises of this study. To pr,event severe occurrences in this
d.irection the two tests should be administered as closely
together in time as possible.
By comparing individual student errors to the
previously compiled set of errors, it is possible to compile
a list of the error types made by each student. In this
study, a minimum of three occurrences of a given error-type
ansv/er per student was required before an error prediction
could be made on those items of the criterion test on which
that error-type could occur. Such error-types were identified
as reliable error-types.
The prediction algorithm is comprised then of
predicting that a student would make an erroneous answer on
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the criterion test for all those cases where the student
had made reliable error-types on the diagnostic test (i.e.,
had made at least three error-type answers for each error-
type considered reliable). For all other cases, the
prediction algorithm requires that the criterion items be
predicted as being correctly answered.
The prediction algorithm generates four possible
outcomes of predicting:
RH - Predicted correct answer - student answered
with correct answer. While a large count of HR-outcomes
enhances the likelihood that the test is a valid test, it
is not a case of correctly predicting student error and
hence is insufficient to validate a diagnostic test.
Indeed, were the predictions for a given student to contain
no error predictions*, the data for that student should be
deleted from the validation study as irrevelent to the
study.
WW - Predicted incorrect answer* - student answered
with incorrect answer, A large count of WW-outcomes is
necessary if a test is to be judged a valid diagnostic test.
WR - Predicted incorrect answer - student answered
with correct answer. A large count of WR-outcomes seriously
undermines the validity of the diagnostic test since it
indicates that those predictions based o.i error-types are
incorrect predictions and hence that the concept of the
error-type as a basis for diagnostic inference making is
seriously open to question.
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M. - Predicted correct answer - student answered
with incorrectanswe .* ** This outcome of the prediction
algorithm requires an adjustment. Considering that the
prediction algorithm calls for a prediction of correct
response to all cases save those in which a reliable error-
type could be made on the criterion test. There should
occur a number of cases of a prediction of correct answer
where it was actually to be anticipated that the pupil would
make some sort of chance error or unaccounted for error.
The adjustment to be made consists of calculating the
proportion of chances or unaccounted for error total
problems made on the diagnostic test and subtracting that
proportion of this total number of problems on the criterion
test from the number of RW-predictions
.
These four possible outcomes can be arranged into
a ratio of correct predictions to the total number of
predictions.
^CTot = RR + WV;
WR + RR + WW + RW
*Which is the same as stating that (1) the student
made no reliable error-types, or (2) the criterion test did
not provide an opportunity to predict reliable error-types
made on the diagnostic test.
**For the purpose of this study incorrect answers in-
clude those cases in which a student failed to give any answer.
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This ratio is utilized as a measure of the validity
of the diagnostic test. The ratio can be figured for the
total group of students tested,
,
as well as for each
individual student # Since a large variation in ratio
from student to student would act against the hypothesis of
the validity of the diagnostic test, the range and standard
deviation of the individual proportions will indicate
the degree of uniformity of validity of the test.
Another measure related to the validity of a diag-
nostic test, gives us information about the efficiency of
the test as a diagnostic instrument. Since the prediction
algorithm is based upon the existence and occurrence of
reliable error-types, the ratio
Rp
^
The Number of Errors of the reliable error-
types variety made per •pupil
The total number of errors per pupil
provides a measure of diagnostic efficiency.
Those predictions based on reliable error-types, WW
and WR, have a more direct relationship to the validity of
the diagnostic test than the ratio of all the prediction
elements. This is so because the prediction algorithm was
purposely and specifically designed to make inferences
about specific error-type making. Thus the ratio
^INeg = WW
WW + WR
for the total group tested gives us an additional measure of
diagnostic validity. A low score on the Pjr^gg would seriously
undermine the hypothesis of diagnostic validity even if P^Tot
were high.
Finally, the ratio
Number of Error Predictions Made
Total Number of Predictions Made
provides information bearing on the significance of
called the Error Prediction Discriminator, the closer Rj^ is
to one (1), the more significance one can attach to
is important to the significance of the diagnostic tests
validity since it indicates to what degree correct prediction
was the result of error prediction, A diagnostic test having
a high validity percentage niay provide little in the
way of diagnostic validity if the large majority of such
predictions were based on data leading to prediction of
correct answering. The correct prediction of right answers
does not enhance the diagnostic validity of a diagnostic test,
Chapter II
PROCEDURES
Chapter II
PROCEDURES
The following is an account of the procedures which
were used to implement the field test of a method for
establishing diagnostic validity.
I. SELECTION OF A DIAGNOSTIC TEST
The following procedure was used to select the
diagnostic test to be validated, A survey of the field
of diagnostic tests was made, based upon the following
sources;
Tests in Print
The Buros' Mental Measurement Yearbooks
Publishers' Catalogues
Library Files of Tests
Mathematics Tests Available in the United
States by Myers and Delon
Measurement Text Books
The survey identified eight diagnostic tests. (See
Table I) Of these,' four were published in the United States
and four outside the United States,
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A. Criteria for Selection
Nine criteria were identified as having a bearing on
the selection of a diagnostic test. These criteria were
divided into primary and secondary criteria.
Primary Criteria
. Primary Criteria are criteria
considered so important in the design of this study that
any test failing even one primary criterion is dismissed
from further consideration.
a. Standard American Usage
. V/ill the usage
of this test coincide with the usage of standardized
American achievement tests since eventually, the findings
of the diagnostic test are to be used to predict performance
on a standardized American achievement test. Furthermore,
does the test use v/ords and s}/mbols currently in use in the
United States? Will the American school child understand
the wording of questions asked, and will he understand what
response is expected of him?
b. Aoolicability . Does the test fit the age-
grade level of the group of children to be tested?
c. Diagnostic Reliability . The minimum
conditions for diagnostic reliability stipulate that
constancy of error making requires that at least three items
be available for each error-type being tested. The best
available indicators of diagnostic reliability are item counts,
inspection of test items and an examination of the test
manual
.
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2. Secondary Criteria . Secondary Criteria are
criteria which should be considered in any test selection
but which are not so crucial to the design of this study as
to create an automatic dismissal situation.
d. Layout
. Does the test haye a good page
layout?
e. Accessibility
. Is the test readily ayailable
in the United States?
f. Difficulty of Administering;
.
How difficult
is the test to administer?
g. Research . Is the test based on ayailable
research in the field of educational diagnosis?
h. Professional Eyaluation . What do professional
eyaluators say of the instrument?
i. Contemporaneousness . Does the test concern
itself with the principal concerns of modern mathematics
educational practises?
B
.
Application of Criteria
1 . Diagnostic Arithmetic Test (DAT)
Rejected.
a. Standard American Usage . This test was
published in South Africa. It does not coincide with
standard American usage, inasmuch as this test coyers
questions on South African money, the English ton, leaguers,
morgens and diyisions problems at variance with contemporary
American usages, i.e.. 2 )24684 instead of 2) 24ob4.
Availability
. According to the manual the
test is applicable to grades 2 through 8. (See Table II
for an item breakdown.)
c. Diagnostic Reliability
. Tables II and X
indicate that both in total number of items and items per
category the DAT ranked first in eight out of nine categorie
and third in the other. An inspection of the test reveals
that the authors did not arrange the test items according to
error type similarities or specific content similarities,
and no instructions indicate how error-types might be
correctable or corrected.
Item
Breakdovm
for
the
DAT
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2. Diafi:nostic Chart for Individual Difficulties (DCID)
.
Rejected
.
a. Standard American Usap;e
. This test is published
in the United States. The framing of questions conforms to
standard American usage,
t>. Applicability
. The test does not fit the age-
grade level of the group of children to be tested inasmuch as
it only covers work with integers, and does not cover
fractions and decimals. See Table III for an item breakdown.
c, PiaCTostic Reliability, Table X indicates
that the DCID ranks low in the number of items per category;
sixth in a field of eight. The nature of the design does not
require the conditions of diagnostic reliability since the
diagnostician is constantly quizzing and interviewing the
student for information into his thought pattern.
Item
Breakdown
for
the
DCID
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3 . Diag;nostic Number Test (DNT)
Rejected
a. Standard American Usage
. Published in
England, the format does not appear to offer any significant
variations from standard American usage, except some
features of typographic differences and a horizontal page
layout. This last might prove to cause unknown side effects.
However, an accurate determination cannot be made without
experimentation. The manual on test administration gives
only general instructions and advice to the Proctor unlike
standardized American tests.
b. Applicability . No grade levels are specified
for the use of these tests. However, the content is
equivalent to material covered from the second to the eighth
grade as curriculum. See Table IV for an item breakdown.
c. Diagnostic Reliability . Tables IV and X
indicate that DNT ranks low in the number of items per
category; fifth in a field of eight. An inspection reveals
problem pairing and the manual indicates that specific
problem types are posed in pairs.
Item
Breakdown
for
the
DNT
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Test and Self-He lp in Arithmetic (PTSA)
Adopted,
3-* Standard American Usage
. This test is
published in the United States. The manual on test
administration gives explicit instructions for the admin-
istration of all tests. The first five diagnostic tests
are timed tests. In all cases, instruction follows
contemporary American usage. Students should have no
difficulty in understanding the instructions, which are
given by the Proctor or indicated by the instructions and
symbols on the test page.
Applicability
, The manual suggests that
the "Diagnostic tests cover all areas of the four funda-
mental operations with whole numbers, common fractions
and decimals that are taught in grades 3 to 8..." (Table I,
DTSA Manual) The manual specifically identifies diagnostic
tests 14, 15
,
16
,
17
, 18, 19 , 20 and 21 as applying to
grade 6. See Table V for an item breakdown,
c. Diagnostic Reliability
. Tables V and X
indicate that DTSA ranks highest among American tests in
number of items per category and second among all tests.
The test was specifically designed with three diagnostic
test questions per item type, for the purpose of being
reliable
.
The following is a brief selection from the
paragraph on test reliability:
The plan of arranging the contents of
each test as a series of sequential sets
of multiple examples for each developmental
step guarantees the repeated testing of
each combination of skills so as to assure
reliability of diagnosis. (Table I.
DTSA Manual)
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^ • Intermediate Diag;nostic Arithmetic Test (IDAT)
Rejected.
Standard American Usage
. This test was
published in England. It deviates from standard American
usages not only in utilizing the British monetary system,
(pound, shilling, pence) and weight system, but also in
utilizing the mid-line decimal point, English spelling, and
ignoring the number-numeral distinction.
b. Applicability
. This test was specifically
designed for children between the ages of 10 years 0 months
and 11 years, 3 months. See Table VI for an item breakdown.
c. Diagnostic Reliability
. Tables VI and X
show that IDAT ranks last in number of items per category
and total number of items. Triples of items simply cannot
occur.
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^ • Los Ari|g:eles Diagnostic Tests. (LADT)
Rejected.
Standard American Usage
. This test was
published in the United States. The manual on test
administration gives only general instructions and advice
to the Proctor unlike standardized tests. The test has an
excessively cluttered page layout, which significantly varies
from contemporary testing practices. In all other respects
it follows standard American usage.
b. Applicability
. The Manual of Directions
indicates that the "...test is standardized for pupils in
grades two to eight." The test meets a minimal applicability
level. A beginning second grader would have very few items
that test his level of competence. An eighth grader would
find more to challenge him, at least for the four fundamental
operations over integers, decimals and fractions. (See Table
VII for an item breakdown.)
c. Diagnostic Reliability . Tables VII and X
show the LADT to be ranked last among American tests, and
seventh among all tests.
The manual has a one sentence section on
reliability.
The correlation of each test with the
average for four forms is .98. A self-
correlation of .93 was found for a single
grade range
.
No diagnostic reliability data is visible
explicitly or implicitly.
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*For
Grades
II
to
VIII
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• Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test (SPAT) .
Rejected.
a. Standard American Usage
. This test was
published in "the United States, The SDAT not only has the
most up-to-date copyright, but also its usages are most
current and up-to-date. It is the only test in this group
which includes items from modern math. Since no error-
types had been collected dealing with items involving modern
math, this did not prove to be a specific recommendation
for its use.
b. Applicability
. The SDAT is divided into
two levels. Level II is appropriate to 6th grade pupils.
Sec Table VIII for an item breakdown.
c. Potential for Prediction. SDAT ranks second
among the American tests, with half as many items as the DTSA
to cover roughly the same territory. SDAT appears to be
especially weak in the area of fractions and decimals with
only 28 items to test fractions (Table VIII) as compared
with 207 items for DTSA (Table V) and 28 items to test
decimals (Table VIII) as compared with 104 items for DTSA
(Table V). It must, however, be mentioned that SDAT contains
more items than were recorded in Table V and XI. Fifty-six
items on level I and seventy-eight items on level II were
deleted from the count because no error-types were uncovered
by the research for "concepts" type of items. Their
inclusion v/ould simply have inflated the item count, without
I
incrsasing "ths "tes^t's po‘ten'tia.1 for prodicting sfudonf orror
making.
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The manual has a one paragraph section on
test reliability.
Reliability data for SDAT were obtained
on the Form W samples described above.
Table 6 presents correlated split-half (odd-
even) reliability coefficients and standard
errors of measurement (in raw score) ob-
tained on these samples. In general, the
various subtests are quite reliable. Dis-
tributions of scores on the number facts
subtests are so skewed in most cases that
the reliability coefficients and standard
errors of measurement for them do not seem
to be useful.
4
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1
^^The
SDAT
is
divided
into
tv/o
levels.
Level
I
is
from
middle
of
Grade
2
to
Middle
of
Grade
4.
Level
II
is
from
middle
of
grade
4
to
middle
of
Grade
8.
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8* The Dominion Tests (TDT)
Rejected
Standardized American Usa^e
. This test was
published in Canada. The manual on test administration
specified explicitly what the Proctor will say and do, as is
the practice on standardized tests in America. Except for
the subtle distinctions which exist between Canadian
English (“Try to keep up to me") and American English ("Try
to keep up with me") no variation from standardized American
usage was noted in either instructions given by the Proctor
nor in the content covered.
b. Applicability
. The TDT is a grade specific
test. That is, it is designed to test students at specific
grade levels. Samples of test for Grades V, VI and VII were
reviewed. (See Table IX for item breakdown)
c. Diap^nostic Reliability
. Tables IX and X
show TDT to generally rank third among the tests in item
counts. The manual does not have a section of test validity
or test reliability. However, it does contain a pertinent
paragraph which treats diagnostic reliability.
Any test, to be reliable in its diagnosis,
must contain each fact often enough to ensure
that accidental errors are not interpreted as
fundamental faults in knowledge. These tests
offer a means of reliable diagnosis since each
includes numerous examples covering all the
fundamental operations for which this grade
is responsible.
Item
Breakdown
for
the
TDT
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Secondary Criteria are criteria which should be
considered in any test selection but which are not so
crucial to the design of this study as to create an auto-
matic dismissal situation. Since seven of the eight tests
fail to meet one or more of the primary criteria, only the
remaining test will be analyzed in relation to the secondary
criteria.
1. Layout . Does the test have a good page layout?
One of the better tests in terms of items per page, (37.9
items per page average for 26 pages.) there are, nevertheless,
pages which are too crowed. More consideration in terms of
print size might have been given to the age level at which the
individual tests are to be used. This is especially true for
the lower elementary grades. Finally, more space could have
been allocated for showing work.
2. Accessibility . It the test readily available in
the United States? A set of 50 DTSA*s can be purchased fromi
CTB/McGraw-Hill
Order Service Center
Manchester Road
Manchester, Missouri 63OII
for about $60.00. Each test can be purchased separately for
$2,00 per pad of 50 .
3. Difficulty of Administering . How difficult is
the
test to administer? According to the manual, the tests are
power rather than speed tests. No time limits are suggested
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for any of the tests. The manual gives clear instructions
for administering each test, with a specific script to fol-
low, Directions are clear and unambiguous. The greatest
difficulty to be encountered in administering a set of tests
such as the DTSA's is the length of time required for so
many items.
4
. Research . Is the test based on available research
in the field of educational diagnosis? Leo J, Brueckner is
recognized to have been at the very forefront of research
in educational diagnosis. He was chairman of the Committee
which published the Thirty-Fourth Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education on the subject of
Educational Diagnosis. Furthermore, Brueckner has written
three textbooks on the specific subject of Educational
Diagnosis, and has also published in professional journals
hundreds of articles on the subject of mathematical diagnosis.
5. Professional Evaluation . What do professional
evaluators say of the instrument? Moser ( 1959 ) stated in the
Fifth Mental Measurements Yearbook?
The materials will be useful to those who are
concerned solely with the ability to compute
accurately with the conventional algorisms. For
these users the tests will supply useful infor-
mation about the varieties of computational
complexities that can, or cannot, be handled
effectively. (1?)
6. Contemporaneousness . Does the test concern
itself with the principal concerns of modern mathematics
The D'i’SA test only computationaleducational practices?
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skills. None of the content of either the modern mathe-
matics movement or of the British primary movement is
reflected in the test questions of the DTSA.
C , Conclusions
The DTSA has a far superior range of questions, and
the author has seen to it that the range bespeaks diversity
and depth rather than simply quantity. Subject areas are
clearly divided, making it easy to apply to the validation
procedure. The test is current as to word and symbol usage,
the layout is acceptable, and better than most of the diag-
nostic test under consideration; the test was specifically
designed to include the 6th grade student (the experimental
group having been selected was a 6th grade group). Indeed,
4
the range of applicability of this diagnostic test is given
as ranging from grade 3 io grade 8, which means the test is
being used close to the mid-range of its intended use; the
test is published in the United States, making it easily
accessible. It has the best potential range of error-types
of any of the American tests under consideration, and as
a result, the best potential for making sound predictions;
its comprehensiveness and exhaustiveness surpass its uhree
American rivals, and, perhaps more than any of the others,
it was based upon research findings, since its author was
one of the leading researchers in educational diagnosis and
in mathematical diagnosis, in particular. The drawbacks.
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such as there are, are minor. The professional evaluation
does not so much deny its diagnostic characteristic? it
rather suggests that diagnosis would not be complete if
only this much testing was done. Finally, the test is
cumbersome to administer for the very reason that it is
attractive to this study, to wit, its length and depth.
For the purposes of this field test, then, the DTSA is the
most desirable instrument of those available.
II. COLLECTION OF ERROR-TYPES
A search of the literature disclosed that the study
of error-types has received a good deal of attention.
Table XI lists sources comprising the principle sources for
error-types for this study.
Finally, the experience of the author as a classroom
mathematics teacher provided a few additional error-types.
While the cited listing is far from exhaustive, it
was found that as more and more references were researched,
the level of repetition was so high as to add little to the
already existing listing.
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TABLE XI
Listing of Sources of Error-Types
Brueckner, Leo J., ’’Analysis of Difficulties in Decimals,"
Elementary School Journal
. XXIX (September, 1929),
pp. 32-41.
"An Analysis of Errors in Fractions," Elementary
_School Journal
. XXVIII (June, 1928), pp. 760-770.
-
Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in Arithmetic .
(Philadelphia: The John C. Winston Company, I930)
,
pp. 242-57.
»
3.nd Guy L. Bond, "Chapter 8, Diagnosis in Arithmetic,"
The Diagnosis and Treatment of Learning Difficulties
.
Appleton-Century-Grofts, Inc., 1955.
Burge, Lofton V., "Types of Errors and Questionable Habits
of Work in Multiplication," The Elementary School Journal.
Nov., 1932, pp. 185-194.
Buswell, Guy T., and Lenore John, "Diagnostic Studies in
Arithmetic," University of Chicago, Supplementary
Educational Monographs
. No. 30. Chicago, 111.:
Department of Education, The University, July, I926.
Edwards, Arthur, "Chapter XII: A Study of Errors in
Percentage," Twenty-Ninth Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education
.
Public School
Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1930
»
pp. 621-640.
Grossnickle, Foster E., "Constancy of Error in Learning
Division with a Two-Figure Divisor," Journal o f
Educational Research
.
Vol. 33i No. 3i Nov., 1939*
pp. 189-196.
,
"Kinds of Errors in Division of Decimals and Their
Constancy," Journal of Educational Research , Vol, 37*
No. 2, Oct., 1943* pp. 110-117.
Guiler, Walter S., "Difficulties Encountered by College
Freshmen in Fractions," Journal of Educational Research ,
Vol. 39 * No. 1 , Oct., 1945* pp. 102-115.
_» "Difficulties Encountered by College Freshmen in
Decimals," Journal of Educational Research. Vol. 39
No. 1, Sept., 1946, pp. 1-13.
~~
f "Difficulties Encountered in Percentage by Colleg
Freshmen," Journal of Educational Research . Vol. 40,
No. 2, 0ct.~1946, pp. 81-95.
~
Harvey, Lois F., and George C. Kyte
,
"Zero Difficulties
In Multiplication," The Arithmetic Teacher. Januarv.
1965, pp. 45-49.
Morton, R. L., "An Analysis of Pupils' Errors in Fractions,
Journal of Educational Research
. Vol. 9, No. 2, Feb.,
T924, pp. I17-I25.
Roberts, Gerhard H., "The Failure Strategy of Third Grade
Arithmetic Pupils," The Arithmetic Teacher
.
May, I968
,
pp. 442-446,
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III. ERROR-TYPE CLASSIFICATION
Three hundred and sixty four error-types were collected
from the literature. Each of these error-types was recorded
3-5x8 punchcard C3lled a classified error-type compiler
card (CLSTCC). (See Figure II)
An Information Retrieval System produced by the Indecks
Company, Arlington, Vermont, was utilized. Figure II shows
a code card of the system. The system uses the principle of
retrieving a card from the Deck by notching it so that it will
fall off the sorting rod. The sorting rod is simply a knitting
needle type of metal rod which can be inserted into one of the
many holes around the periphery of the card.
Purpose
Since the CLETCC's was constantly being reshuffled
and different card subsets drawn for the various procedures,
this information retrieval system frequently proved helpful
in facilitating access to different elements in the Deck,
Utilization
The CLSTCC is divided into four regions.
Region A, Classified Error-Type Identification
Number (CSTIN)
The GETIN is written in the upper left hand corner
of the CLSTCC (Figure II) and punched into the top left
hand corner, utilizing the first through the twenty-first
holes
.
The punch coding for the CETIN was broken down into
four frames
,
each frame consisting of a set of holes used
to identify one component of the CETIN.
"Type of Element" Frame (Holes 1-3) (See Figure I)
Description Symbol Code
Integer i 001
Decimal d 010
Fraction f Oil
Per cent p 100
Measurement m 101
"Type of Operation" Frame (Holes 4-7)
Description Symbol Code
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
a 001
s 010
m Oil
d 100
"Type of Error" Frame (Holes 8 - 16)
Description Symbol Code
Carrying Error c
Counting Error ce
Computational Facts Error cf
Place Value Error p
Wrong Operation Error w
Zero Error z
Reversal Error ^
Incomplete or 'Wrong Process Error i
100000000
010000000
001000000
000100000
000010000
000001000
000000100
000000010
"Number of Error" Frame (Holes 17 - 21)
Since most of the above classifications contained more
than one error-type unit, error-types were numbered in the
following manner.
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Symbol Code Symbol Code
1 00001 17 10001
2 00010 18 10010
3 00011 19 10011
4 00100 20 10100
5 00101 21 10101
6 00110 22 10110
7 00111 23 10111
8 01000 24 11000
9 01001 25 11001
10 01010 26 11010
11 01011 27 11011
12 01100 28 11100
13 01101 29 11101
14 OHIO 30 11110
15 01111 31 11111
16 10000
The written form of the CETIN utilizes three letters,
one for each of the "Types", and two numbers. Thus, the
coding, fao 22 would indicate that the error-type deals with
fractions, the operation invol^ved is addition and the kind of
error is "other". Furthermore, it is the seventh such
error-type
.
Figure l
Classified Error-Type Compiler Card (CLETCC)
Test
Application
Error-Type Classified Error-
Type Identification
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Region B. Error-Type Description and Example
Located in the left upper middle of the card, the
error-type description usually contains a brief verbal
description which distinguishes that error-type from
similar error-types, and is followed by an example or two.
(See Figure I.) A sample question is frequently included
to aid in identifying the error-type. This error-type
description and example section is needed to aid clerks in
performing one of the clerical functions.
Region C. Error-Type Reference Section
Located on the first lines, on the right hand side
of the body of the CLETCG (Figure I), the coding identifies
the source of the error-type.
Region D. Test Application Section
The test application section is located on the lower
portion of the body of the CLETCG (Figure I) and punched
into the bottom of the card utilizing holes 56 - 82. The
test application section indicates to the clerks which items
on the DTSA to which apply the error-type. More specifically,
this section indicates to the clerk performing Step IV that
he is to take the error-type indicated on the CLETCG and apply
it to all those tests from the DTSA indicated by this
applications section.
The problem of deciding which diagnostic test items
should be included and which deleted is the principal
difficulty of this procedure, inasmuch as the diagnostic test
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was not specifically designed to test for error-types.
This issue will receive more attention in the discussion
section.
The bottom of the card was used to record the test
numbers to which the error-type is to be applied. A
punch system was devised for picking out cards applied to
any given DTSA test.
"Test Aoplication'' Code (Holes 56 - 82)
Test Number Hole Punched Test Number Hole Punched
None 56 13 70
1 57 14 71
2 58 15A 72
3 59 15B 73
4 60 16 74
5 61 17 75
6 62 18 76
7 63 19 77
8 64 20 78
9 65 21 79
lOA 66 22A 80
lOB 67 22B 81
11 68 23 82
12 69
IV. MATCHING ERROR-TYPE TO
DIAGNOSTIC TSST ITEMS
A number of forms had to be created to accomplish this
process. The design of each of the forms took; place over a
period of one and one-half years as each form was found to be
necessary. The pre-design of' forms, prior to their use
proved to be disfunctional, since in virtually every case,
only the previously finished step provided sufficient infer-
mation as to the requirements for the next step and hence for
the format of the next form.
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The Test-Error-Type Sheet (TETS) (Figures II and III).
TETS was designed to group all items of a given diagnostic
test on one page or set of pages. Since a variety of error-
types could be made for each item of a given diagnostic
test, a reasonably large set of pages was printed containing
a given diagnostic test and all its items. This means that
printing was performed in two stages. Stage 1, exemplified
by Figure III, is simply a blank format not containing the
specific DTSA test number, or item numbers. Figure IV
exemplifies that same page after information about the test
number has been written in. A master of each different
diagnostic test of this second format was run off again, and
these became the final forms of the TETS.
Next to the column con‘6aining the diagnostic test item
number, there is a column containing correct answers. A
clerk is assigned to take the test item, and using the faulty
mathematical process indicated by the error-type, to actually
make the error that would be made in answering that test item,
if that error were being made by a student. Such a procedure
is called, making a constructed error. Constructed errors
refers only to such purposeful error making by the clerk. The
clerk assigned to making these constructed errors enters the
constructed error answer in the appropriate space in column 1
and sees immediately if the answer entered in column 1 is the
same correct answer. If it is, he draws a large diagonal
cross through it. (Appendix II, Procedure 1, contains the
instructions for clerks working on Step IV.
)
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V. SELECTION OF AN ACHIEVEMENT TEST
The following procedure was used to select the
achievement test. A survey of the field of Achievement
tests was made, based upon the following sources:
a. Tests in Print
b. The Buro's Mental Measurements Yearbooks
c. Publishers' Catalogues
d. Library Files of Tests
e. Mathematics Tests Available in the United States
by Myers and Deron
f. Measurement Text Books
A search of the literature was made in an attempt to
locate achievement tests for possible use. The survey
identified fourteen achievement tests as available. To be
included in the group from which the final choice would be
made, the test had to be an American achievement test,
testing elementary school arithmetic.
A. Criteria for Selection
Six criteria were identified as having a bearing on
the selection of an achievement test. These were divided
into primary and secondary criteria.
Primary Criteria are considered so important that
test failing any one is dismissed from further
consideration.
Secondary Criteria should be considered in any test
crucial to this study as to createselection but not so
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an automatic dismissal situation should a test fail to
meet all the conditions of every secondary criterion.
B. Application of Criteria
Primary Criteria
Type of Test
. It is essential to this study that
the test have constructed response questions as opposed to
multiple choice, true-false, matching or any other form of
objective test formats. There should be no restrictions on
the answers that a student can give.
2. Applicability
. The test to be selected must be
designed to test the age-grade level of the students involved
in this field test.
3. Relevance . (Test to Test Validity) The test to
be selected should have the highest possible overlap with
items from the diagnostic test, at minimum an overlap of 80%.
4. Standardization . The test to be selected must be
rated high with respect to reliability, norms, validity.
Professional test evaluators should find the test competent.
Secondary Criteria
5. Difficulty of Administering . The test to be
selected should be simple to administer. It should haye
well deyeloped standardized practices for administering.
6. Accessibility . The test to be selected should
be published and distributed in the United State.s and should
be intended for American students.
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C . Findings
^ • Arithmetic Essentials Test (AK?)
Rejected.
Standardization. More than one professional
evaluation is critical of the tests standardization.
In view of the lack of data on reliability,
validity, norms, and item analysis, and the
emphasis upon formal and restricted objectives,
of the arithmetic curriculum, these tests can be
regarded_ only as practice exercises or informal
tests v/hich the teacher might use in stressing
computation and problem solving,
. .These tests
fail to meet the minimum standards of the
Committee Association and the National Council
on Measurement used in Education. (Wrightstone
, 29)
It is difficult to appraise this series of tests
since it is not possible to know the specific
function each test is to serve. The tests do not
include enough samples to be diagnostic. No norms
are given therefore the test cannot be used for
survey purposes. (Grossnickle
,
12)
2. American School Arithmetic Battery (ASAB)
Rejected.
Standardization
. More than one professional
evaluation is critical of the tests standardization.
It is very difficult to understand why the major
faults of the test have not been corrected in the
current edition. Much the same criticisms have
been made in previous MMY's - poor standardization,
inadequate norms, and low reliability. (Justman, 15)
In summary, the
. arithmetic tests of the American
School Achievement Tests exhibit very little, if
anything that would significantly commend their
use. Almost any other standardized test of arith-
metic achievement designed for these grade levels
could be used with a greater degree of confidence.
(Weaver, 26)
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Basic Skills in Arithmetic (BSA)
Rejected.
3. grievance
. Over 30% of the items do not
overlap with those of the DTSA.
Standardization
.
The test seems hardly to offer any improvement over
other long, detailed arithmetic computation tests.
The one grade for which it appears to have most
significance (6th grade) presents the lowest reli-
ability. (Orleans, 19)
Bobbs-Merrill Arithmetic Achievement Test (BMAAT)
Rejected.
4. Standardization
.
If the test is used, the norms should be carefully
studied. In an attempt at developing national norms
all students in the Bobbs-I\''errill sampling took
either the California (levels 1 and 2) or the Iowa
(levels 3» 5» 6, 7i and 8) tests at the same grade
level. Then a "equipercentile equating technique"
was used to equate the raw scores on each of the
two parts of the Bobbs-Merrill with the California
or the Iowa, Such a procedure raises the question,
"Why the Bobbs-Merrill?" when it seems to rely on
either the California or the Iowa for its
documentation, (Riedesel, 21)
5 . California Arithmetic Test CAT)
Rejected.
1, Type of Test . The CAT is a Multiple Choice
test
.
6 . Cooperative Mathematics Tests (CMT)
Rejected
.
1. Type of Test . The CMT is a Multiple Choice
test
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2.
^plicability. The Cooperative Mathematics
Testsj Arithmetic is designed to measure achievement for
grades 7 , 8 and 9.
7 . Fundamental Achievement Series (FAS)
Rejected
.
2* Applicability
. According to the manual, "These
tests are intended for use in the employment of adults and
adolescents who may not have the usual exposure to formal
education.
"
^ • The Gray-Votaw-Rogers General Achievement Test (GVR)
Rejected
1. Type of Test
. The GVR is a Multiple Choice test.
9. Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS)
Rejected «
1. Type of Test
. The ITBS is a Multiple Choice
test
.
10 . Metropolitan Arithmetic Test (MAT)
Adopted. (See Appendix
1. Type of Test . The MAT is a constructed
response test.
2. Applicability . The Intermediate Battery was
designed for and normed on 5"^^ and 6th grade students.
3. Relevance . 41 out of 48 of the items (or
better than 85?^) were relevant to the items from the DTSA.
4. Standardization. This test received among
the best evaluations of any test reviewed.
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...Computational problems stay well within the
scope of the grade for which each level isintended
... Validity is supported in terms of
curricula by data relating to the selection of
content at each level, and statistically by
correlations between test scores and various
mental ability tests. Curricular validity
evidence, discussed earlier, is adequate...
These tests represent a sound measure of tradi-
tional arithmetic skills. Content is well
suited to grade level, and the care taken in
the development and norming program is evident...
(Anderhalter
,
1)
A perpn interested in tests, be he teacher,
administrator or college student, could hunt at
length for a better summary of the intricacies
of testmaking... (Hamilton, I3)
5* Difficulty of Admimistering
. The manual is
clear and specific, and presents no difficulties in
administration
.
6. Accessibility
.
^
The test is published in the
United States and is readily available.
11
.
Modern Math Understanding Test (KMUT)
Rejected.
1, Type of Test . The MMUT is a Multiple Choice
a. ^ ^ a.ue u
,
12 . Sequential Test of Educational Progress (STSP)
Rejected,
1. Type of Test . The STEP is a Multiple Choice
test
.
13 . SRA Achievement Series (SRA)
Rejected.
1. Type of Test . The SRA is a Multiple Choice
test
Stanford Arithmetic Test (SAT)
Rejected.
1
. Type of Test
. The SAT is a Multiple
Choice test.
15. Wisconsin Contemporary Tests of Elementary
Math (V/CT)
Rejected
.
1
. Type of Test
. The V/CT is a Multiple Choice
test.
D
. Conclusions
Many tests were eliminated immediately due to the
lack of a constructed response format. The Metropolitan
Achievement Test - Intermediate Battery - Arithmetic, has a
4
usable computation section, has a constructed response format,
is appropriate to the age-grade level of the sample test
group, and is accepted by professional evaluators as a well
constructed, properly normed, reliable test, which is valid
for the purposes of this field test to the extent that more
than of its problems coincide with the content of the
diagnostic tests, and that more than 86/0 of the tests of the
Diagnostic Tests and Self-Help in Arithmetic were utilized in
predicting the 41 items of the Achievement Test.
VI. SELECTION OF STUDENTS
Having identified the diagnostic and achievement
tests to be used, the next step was to select an appropriate
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group of students to whom the tests would be administered.
Four criteria were identified as being significant to the
selection of an appropriate group of students to be tested.
A
. Criteria for Selection
This is a field test of a method of establishing
diagnostic validity to see whether or not the diagnostic
validity procedure works. It is not an attempt to validate
a diagnostic test. Therefore it is unnecessary to use either
a large sample of students or random selection procedure. It
is only necessary to select a sample which would be suitable
for demonstrating the viability of the procedure for
establishing diagnostic validity.
1. Size of Group . A sample size of 1,000 predictions
4
was considered appropriate to this field test. Since
sampling consists of a prediction made for a student on the
achievement test, 41 samples v/ould be available for each
student involved. Hence, a minimum of 26 students would be
needed to meet this condition.
2. Grade Level of Group . Grade level coverage of
the students in the program should coincide with the grade
level range of the tests being used in this field test.
3 . Minimizing School Involvement . Since the number
of test questions to be posed to each student is large,
(over 1,000 items) it is important to the school involved
and the v/elfare of the students involved in the gathering
of
data, directly or indirectly, that a minimum of school and
class time be taken up by this s»vudy.
® • Resul t of Application of Criteria
.
1. Si_ze of Group. Twenty-nine students participated
in this study, providing a sample of 1,189 predictions.
Grade Level of Groun . The group of students
were taken from a single sixth grade class.
3. Minimizing School Involvement
. One single class
was involved in this study to avoid unnecessary overall
school involvement in the study.
4. Acceptance
.
The Robinson Park Elementary School,
Agawam, Massachusetts, Miss Thelma Meadon, Principal, offered
their students and school to this field test.
VII. ADMINISTERING THE ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Having identified a group of students to whom the
test is to be administered, the writer administered the
selected test with special care in following the specific
directions of the manual. This was of special significance
in that the reliability of the test can be assured only if
the procedures are follov/ed. Consequently, the detailed
directions for administering Test 6, Arithmetic Computation
from the MAT were taped ahead of time, so that uniform
procedures could be' assured, and so that in the case of
absenteeism, identical instructions could be given to
students who were absent for any parts. The data thus
obtained were then put aside unprocessed, until the diagnostic
test had been administered and the predictions based on them
had been made. It was felt to be advisable for the individual
who was to do the predicting, based of course on the
prediction algorithm to be developed, to be different from
the person administering the test, so that no possibility of
having contact with the students taking the exam might
interfere with making predictions. Thus, Mrs. Ursel M. Gurau
actually administered the MAT, using the audio tape to assure
standard procedure. The order of the two tests was purposely
inverted to prevent students from learning from the diagnostic
test. The diagnostic test was administered immediately
after the MAT because there was always the possibility that
the students might master some of the skills that they did
not possess at the time of the MAT, If any learning occurred
on the achievement test it would tend to work to the
detriment of establishing the 'validity of the diagnostic test.
VIII. ADMINISTERING THE DIAGNOSTIC TEST
The length of time required to administer the DTSA
was considerable, with 30 sub-tests averaging 35 items per
sub-test. V/ith the great number of sub-tests, students could
only handle a small number of tests each day, thus extending
the administration of the test to nine mornings. Two
additional mornings, were needed to account for students who
had been absent for one or more days of the test.
Instructions to be read to the class v/ere tape recorded by a
professional announcer, Hr. Douglas Vernie, formerly of
station V/HYN-TV and played for the class.
However, in administering the diagnostic test, a
slight deviation was made from the prescribed form, fhe
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manual of the DTSA states:
The general procedure for administering the
various Diagnostic Tests of Fundamental Operations
is the same for all tests. First, explain
briefly to the students the nature of the test
to be given, as follows;
SAY; This is a test in It begins
with a short set of very easy examples. Then other
sets of examples which become more difficult,
follow, until the last set is reached. These
examples are the most difficult in the test. You
are to begin with the easiest set. Work all the
examples in each set. If you have some difficulty
and are not sure about your work in some example,
place a small "x" above it. Later vie can find out
what the difficulty is. V/ork carefully and try to
have every answer correct. As soon as you complete
the test, bring me your test papers, because I want
to keep a record of how long it takes each of you
to complete the test. You may begin, (p. 16)
•
The administering of each of 23 separate tests was to
be preceeded by the above quoted statement. This would have
meant v/aiting until the slov/est student had finished each
test, before the next test could be administered, extending
the length of time required to administer the test beyond
reasonable limits. Therefore, a modification was adopted
which consisted of reading the instructions at the beginning
of each session, but including in the instruction the state-
ment that each student could come to the desk when he was
finished to hand in one test, and receive the next test. In
this manner, it was possible to expedite the administering of
the test, without expending excessive periods of time.
An analysis of the instruction reveals the following
potential differences in results. It is possible that as a
result of not reading the instruction for every test, students
might not recall all the elements of the instruction. The
spscific ins'truc'tions ars;
You are to begin with the easiest set (of examples
for each test)
.
- Work all the examples in each set.
If you have some difficulty and are not sure about
your work in some examples, place a small "x"
about it,
- Work carefully and try to have every answer correct,
- As soon as you complete the test, bring me your
test paper.
,
The first instruction was followed in every case. In
those cases where students could not answer questions, and
left blank spaces, the blanks generally tended to occur in
the latter portions of each test, where the more difficult
examples were, indicating that students had worked on the
easiest examples. The second instruction may or may not have
been followed by the students. If students forgot to work
every example, it might work against the purpose of the
field test, which might be a detriment to the field test by
weakening the conclusions, but would not invalidate any
positive findings of the field test. The third instruction
was not needed by this study, since no attempt was made to
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find out about these difficulties. Again, as in the previous
case, this works against the field test, but does not weaken
the conclusions which can be drawn. The fourth instruction
to work carefully and try to have every answer correct, if
not followed, would, like the previously mentioned two cases,
work against the field test, but would not weaken the con-
clusions which can be drawn. Finally, the last instruction
was followed by all students.
An inspection of student papers indicates that there
is no reason to believe that the changes made created any
situations detrimental to the field test. Students appear
to have begun with the easiest set of examples for each test;
there were cases of examples left unanswered, however in each
case the student was interviev:ed at the time of handing in
the test in question to assure that all possible examples
were answered that the student felt he knew something about.
IX. MARKING THE DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
The manual for the DTSA provides a complete set of
correct answers to the diagnostic test items. Each test
page provides a tally page for each of the following
categories:
"C if the answer is correct; X if the answer is
incorrect; and 0 if the answer is incomplete or
omitted.” Appendix III provides the instructions
for clerks performing this function.
X. recording student errors made
ON THE DIAGNOSTIC TEST,
ONTO TALLY SHEETS
Once the clerical work has been completed on the
TETS, (See IV above) the next step involved the tallying
of cases of student error making which would correspond to
the CE's recorded on the TETS. For clarification purposes,
a distinction is made between student error-making that
results in a classified error listed on the TETS - which
will be called a Classified Actual Error Number (CLAEN) -
and student error-making that does not result in the same
number as the classified errors listed on the TETS - which
will be called an Unclassified Actual Error Number (UNCLAEN)
,
A tally page containing cells (Figure IV) was taoed
to the right hand portion of each TET (See Figure III) so
that the horizontal lines of each TET lined up with the
horizontal lines of the tally page. This right hand portion
was entitled the Test Error Type Tally Sheet (TETTS) and the
two pages together were titled the Classified Error Record
Sheet (CLERS), (See Figure V) Clerks were instructed to
compare student errors made on the diagnostic test and
match them against the constructed errors found on the TETS.
For every error on a diagnostic test that corresponded to a
CE on the TETS, the clerk was to place the incorrect student
ansv/er in the corresponding cell of the TETTS portion.
For instructions to clerks see Appendix II,
Figure
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XI. TRANSCRIBING DATA FROM TETTS TO
ERROR-TYPE COMPILER SHEETS
(See Figure VI)
The function of the error-type compiler sheets is to
obtain on a few sheets of paper a record of the number of
times each reliable error-type v/as made by each student.
See Appendix II for specific instructions on transcribing
data from TETTS to compiler sheets,
XII, THE CRITERION CARDS (C.C.)
(See Figure VII)
For each item on the MAT an index card was made up.
In the top left hand corner of each card the test item
was described by a modified CLETIN number v/hich indicated
type of number, type of operation and number of problems.
This procedure duplicated much of the coding that had been
used in developing the CLETIN coding. The top right hand
corner contained the number of the problem as called for on
the MT. Beneath the Modified CLETIN number the problem
itself was recorded together with the correct solution.
The criterion card is used to facilitate error prediction.
XIII. MAKING ERROR PREDICTIONS AND
RECORDING THE PREDICTIONS ON
the ERROR-PREDICTOR
(See Figure VIII)
The function of each phase of the error-predictor is
to record the error predictions of one student. Error
predictions are made for a MAT item if and only if a
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Figure VII
The Criterion Card
Modified
CLSTIN
I
ial
Number I
MT
Problem
57
238
MAT
Problem
Number
974
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Figure VIII
Error Predictor
Student # 1
Modified
CLETIN
MAT
Item
Number
Predicted
Error CLETIN
id 5 33 48 r 11 idz 22
fr 1 26 2/2 fri 30
fa 2 24 4/10 2/5 fai 22
4/50 2/25 fai 21a
fa 3 35 13 9/8 fai 42
13 8/8 14 fai 22
fs 1 31 4/6 fsi 23
fs 2 34 *4 3/6 4 1/2 fsi 22
fs 3 36 3/12 fsi 23
9/12 3/4 fsi 22
fm 1 22 186/3 fmo 11
fm 2 40 15/8 fmi 10
fm 3 42 10/60 or 5/30 fmi 10
or 2/12
fm 4 44 28 2/1 fmo 13
dm 1 32 2350 dmp 20
235. dmp 13
dm 2 45 1228.2 dmp 20
1.2282 dmp 13
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reliable error-type has been made by a student which can be
made also on the MAT item. If no reliable error-type has
been made by a student—as indicated by the error-type
compiler sheets (See Figure VI) then a non-error prediction
was made. That is to say, if no RET can be found for a
given student on the error-type compiler sheet which applies
to a given MAT item, then the prediction algorithm requires
that that item is to be predicted as being correctly answered
by that student. For every Error Prediction made, the MAT
item number, Modified CLETIN and CLETIN codes are also
recorded. See Appendix III for specific instructions on
making and recording error predictions.
XIV. RECORDING PREDICTIONS AND STUDENTS'
ACTUAL RESPONSES ON* THE MATCH SHEET
(See Figure IX)
The Match Sheet is designed to duplicate the answer
column of the MAT so that matching up of the predictions
to the actual student work can be facilitated. In the top
left hand corner of the sheet is a page to indicate the
number of the student for whom the prediction is being made.
The sheet is divided vertically into three columns
to correspond to the three MAT answer columns. Each line
within each column contains: (1) the MAT question number,
(2) the Modified CLETIN number, (3) the correct answer to
that problem in parentheses, (4) room to record a prediction
letter (R or W)
, (5) room for a corroborating letter (R or W)
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from the MAT. See Appendix III for specific instruction
for filling out.
XV. ADJUSTMENT IN CELL RW
We define an r-prediction to mean a prediction made
by the prediction algorithm procedure that a given student
will ansv/er a given MAT question correctly. We define a
w-prediction to mean a prediction made by the prediction
algorithm procedure that a given student will answer a given
MAT question incorrectly.
In Section XIII above, it was stated that an r-
prediction v/ould be made in every case except those in which
a reliable error-type could be made on a problem from the
MAT. It is possible to identify predictions which should
not be recorded in the RW-cell. These predictions are
those non-w-predictions and non-"reliable-error-type"
predictions v/hich are frequently identified as being due to
carelessness, inattention, illness, general confusion,
guessing, disinterest and the like. They should not be
grouped with the r-predictions because they are, in all
likelihood, going to result in a negative student response.
However, we do not wish to record them as a w-prediction
because we wish to reserve the WW-cell as a predictor of
"error-type controlled" data. The object of the adjustment
is to eliminate the data from the sample before an evaluation
of prediction accuracy.
The forinula
RW - Rd(Nj^) = RW
where
RW
RD
stands for - the number of items in the
unadjusted RW-cell,
stands for - the 29 ratios
'D
-
N
D
worked out to 3 places of accuracy,
“ stands for - the number of predicted items
on the MAT = 41.
RW - stands for - adjusted RW.
Tg - stands for - Total error amount for each of
D the 29 students on the diagnostic test.
Eq
-
stands for - The number of reliable error-
types for each of the students on the
diagnostic test.
Nq
-
stands for - the number of applied* items
on the diagnostic test = 930 *
The adjustment formula
V "
states that the amount is to be subtracted from the
RV/-cell as an adjustment of the RW-cell.
Since
“ Unaccounted for Error-types made on the
DTSA by a student
^ The Total number of problems on the DTSA
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And since
K. Unaccounted for error-types made on the
^
~ lf~
~ MAT by a student
M The Total number of problems on the RA.T
It is theorized that and are approximately equal.
(See Chapter III, Derivation of and Commentary on the
Adjustment Formula, page 106.)
then = Rji(N[,) = Uj,
Which means RW - U., 37-7 v.4.M = RW or we are subtracting the unaccounted
for error-types made on the MT by a student from the RW-cell
of that student to obtain an adjusted RW-Cell for that student.
XVI. INDICATOR OF THE EFFICIENCY
OF THE DIAGNOSTIC TEST
An indicator of the efficiency of a diagnostic test
is the ratio of reliable error-types to total number of error
made
RT?
where Ep, - stands for - the number of reliable error-
^ types for each of the students on the
diagnostic test.
T - stands for - the total error amount for each
®D of the students on the diagnostic test.
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XVII. VERIFICATION PROCEDURES
The following procedures require verification!
IV. Match Error-Types to Diagnostic Test Items
IX. Marking the Diagnostic Test
X. Recording Student Errors Made on the
Diagnostic 'i'est onto I’ally Sheets (TEi'TS)
XI. Transcribing Data from TETTS to Compiler Sheets
XII. The Criterion Card
XIII. Making Error-Predictions and Recording
Predictions on the Error Predictor
XIV. Recording Predictions on the Match Sheet
XV. Adjustment in Cell RvV
XVI. Indicator of the Efficiency of the Diagnostic
Test
Sections IV, IX, X and XI were long projects, each
requiring many man/hours of work. The verification procedure
used consisted of taking a random sample of 100 or more of
the tasks. If more than one error was discovered, a second
sample of 100 could be drawn. If the combined error total
for the sample of 200 exceeded 2, the work was to be reas-
signed to a different clerk. Appendix III contains the
specific directions to the clerks for instituting a verifi-
cation procedure. It must be mentioned that for this kind
of clerical work, mathematical skill is recommended. In
Step IV it was found that the work of one of the three clerks
produced an extremely high incidence of errors, and the work
was reassigned to another clerk. The verification procedure
following the remake of the work proved to be satisfactory.
The work of one clerk in Step X was found to
contain 2 clerical errors per 100; however, since the verifi-
cation procedure itself was very time consuming and
cumbersome, the work was redone by one of the most reliable
clerks and re-verified.
Sections XII, XIV, XV and XVI all were short projects
capable of being done in under 12 man/hours of work.
Chapter III
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
Chapter III
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to develop and field
test a method of establishing diagnostic validity. A
diagnostic test was selected. An achievement test, testing
the same subject area content was selected. Error-type data
were collected and matched to test items on the diagnostic
test. The errors that would result from making each error-
type were made and the diagnostic and achievement tests were
administered to a group of 6th grade students. The error
data generated by the diagnostic test were matched to the
constructed errors and a listing was made of the variety of
error-types made by each student. A rule for prediction
making based upon the reliability of error-type making was
developed and implemented and predictions were made for each
student and for each applicable test item on the achievement
test. Finally, the predictions were checked against student
performance on the achievement test and the findings tabulated
Data dealing with individual and group error making were
gathered and adjustment and reliability ratio data were
tabulated
.
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II. ASSIGNING ERROR-TYPES TO
DIAGNOSTIC TEST ITEMS
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In part III of Chapter II, it was pointed out that
the diagnostic test used in this field test was not designed
specifically to test for error-types. The test author
designed each test and sub-section to cover the principle
problem types. As a result, in assigning each error-type to
the various diagnostic test items, an intuitive procedure
was employed, since no data was available for deciding under
what specific circumstance a given error-type would be made
by a student. The intuitive procedure consisted of
assigning the error-type to every problem where it could
conceivably be made. This undoubtedly produced an excess of
clerical work and data, which,might have been avoided, had
it been possible to determine under what circumstances
students tend to make certain error-types. If more infor-
mation on the range of error-t;y"pe applicability were
available, it would aid in reducing the clerical work
involved in this procedure.
III. SELECTION OF AN ACHIEVEMENT TEST
The importance of the achievement test lies in the
fact that it is to be used as a criterion test for making
predictions about the behavior of students as observed on
the diagnostic test being validated, A perfect achievement
test would make it possible to make predictions for every
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single concept and/or error-type being diagnosed by the
diagnostic test. In other words, the number of diagnostic
test items that are brought into play in making predictions
on the achievement test determined the utility of the
achievement test for the function of validating a diagnostic
test. It is more important to ascertain v/hether the
diagnostic test is being utilized to maximum capacity by the
questions of the achievement test, than it is to ascertain
whether the achievement test is being utilized to maximum
capacity by the questions of the diagnostic test.
IV. SELECTION OF STUDENTS
The method being field tested does not depend on the
selection of a cross-sectional group of students of any
particular description. The field test is not an attempt
to validate the diagnostic test under consideration, but
rather, to develop and field test a method of establishing
diagnostic validity. The size and composition of the group
of students selected does not have to reflect a random
sampling of the student population in the United States.
V. THE WOLFF FEASIBILITY STUDY PROCEDURE
After this author had completed the designing and
implementing the procedure for this dissertation he came
across a dissertation entitled "A Feasibility Study On the
Construction of a Diagnostic Test on Proper Fractions to be
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Administered, Scored and Interpreted by a Computer" by
Robert F. Wolff, written at Lehigh University in I970 and
published in 1971 by University Microfilms. Wolff used a
procedure remarkably similar in many respects to the
procedure designed and implemented by this author, to con-
struct a computerized diagnostic test on proper fractions;
however Wolff did not design or use his procedure as a
validation procedure for the Wolff Computerized Diagnostic
Test
.
Research has identified most of the types of
faulty reasoning used by the students in
obtaining wrong answers. By applying these
patterns of faulty reasons to a particular
question, a set of anticipated answers was
obtained. These anticipated answers were
programmed into the computer for that par-
ticular question. If the testee's answer
matched one of the programmed anticipated
answers, the corresponding faulty reasoning
of the testee in obtaining thac incorrect
answer was known... In order to judge the
capability of the computerized test to diag-
nose the testee, two methods of evaluations
were used. First a comparison v^as made with
an individualized diagnostic test administered
by a teacher. Secondly, the information was
made available to the author from the
computerized diagnostic summary was used to
predict the testees’ ansv/ers on similar
questions. (Wolff, 28:13)
The use of error-types or types of faulty reasoning, as
Wolff calls them, to obtain anticipated answers was
developed independently by V/olff and this author. It is a
technique well suited to the diagnosis of specific error
making and to the validation of a diagnostic test as well.
Further, while Wolff developed his procedure as a procedure
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for computerizing a diagnostic test, he did utilize some
of the techniques for predicting student error-making as
a partial method of establishing the general validity of
the WCDT as a diagnostic instrument.
Method of Evaluation
^Conventional methods of obtaining test
validity and reliability do not apply to the
evaluation of the V/CDT...The prime interest of
the WCDT is the detailed description of the
testee's mistakes. To estimate the validity of
the WCDT two methods were used: comparison
and prediction, (28j?7,78)
The comparison method consisted of giving a teacher,
"...who had experience in administering diagnostic tests in
mathematics." the same information as to faulty reasoning
(error- types) and the individual questions from the WCDT,
their classifications as well .as all other ancilary
information, and letting the teacher use that information
as he saw fit. "He was asked to administer those or other
questions to each testee until he felt he knew the faulty
reasoning the testee used, or until he administered a total
of twenty-four questions." (28:79) 'ihe summary of his
findings and the findings of the WCDT were then compared.
The prediction method is described as follows:
Prediction - A pencil and paper test, one
which required free response as compared to
multiple choice, on fractions v/as administered
to the twelve testees. The pupils were not
exposed to any instructions on fractions in the
interval between the WCDT and the pencil and
paper test. This pencil and paper test
constructed by the author consisted of sixteen
questions. Before administering the pencil and
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paper test, a prediction was made as to whatinformation obtained from the WCDT...was usedin formulating the predictions. ( 28 j 79 )
This second method resembles the prediction technique
employed by this field test. However, Wolff did not pursue
the technique any further than was necessary to estimate
the validity of the WCDT.
Since testee 0395 did not complete his WCDT,
the author predicted sixteen answers for eleven
testees or a total of I76 answers. The author
correctly predicted II 7 answers for an overall
prediction effort of 66.5 per cent. Thus
approximately two out of every three answers
were correctly predicted by the author.
A diagnostic test should basically be con-
cerned with the testee 's wrong responses. Of
the 176 total responses, the author predicted
that the testees would incorrectly answer 57
questions. The author, using the diagnostic
results of the WCDT, was able to predict
correctly what the wrong answer would be twenty-
five times. That is, the .author was accurate in
predicting 43.9 per cent of the testee 's wrong
answers. This is a high percentage considering
that the answers were free response and not
multiple choice. (Wolff, 28:109-112)
Wolff further presents a table itemizing for each student
the number of times each of the four cases, RR, RW, WW and
wR occurs.
Wolff, predicted specific errors that would result,
whereas this field test restricts itself to simply
predicting whether a given student would answer a given
question correctly or incorrectly. Section VI of Chapter III,
Error Making as a Clue to Mental Processes, will elaborate
on the rationale for not predicting specific error.
Furthermore, Wolff does not specify what procedure he used to
1
I
I
make his predictions, it is not clear whether Wolff deals
with the issue of making adjustments for error predictions
not based upon error-type data. Another difference between
Wolffs validation efforts and this field test derives from
the fact that Wolff was seeking simply to estimate the
validity of his diagnostic test so that he might indicate
in general terms that the test was valid as a diagnostic
instrument to be administered, scored and interpreted by a
computer whereas this field test develops a method for
validating diagnostic tests. It is significant however that
the conceptual modes developed independently by Wolff and
this author share significant commonalities.
VI. ERROR MAKING AS A GLUE TO INCORRECT
MENTAL PROCESSES
If a student makes an error on a test, what may we
assume about that student's ability to properly solve other
problems of the same type? Are we justified in assuming
"...that failure to solve an example correctly is proof that
the pupil does not know how to solve similar examples, or at
least needs practice on them?" Brueckner and Elwell (1932)
designed a simple experiment to test this hypothesis.
In our experimental studies of this point we have
given four examples of six different types in
multiplication of fractions to solve. The
examples were arranged in random order on the
test paper. The pupils were given as much time
as they needed to work the examples. No
corrections v/ere allowed. The papers were scored
in such a v/ay that we were able to record whether
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the pupil missed none, one, two, three, or four
that^]‘n^l?ni®^^^ types. It was foundx in 1101 cases the pupils missed one or more
in each group of four. In443 or 40.2 per cent of the cases only one of thelour examples was solved incorrectly. The otherthree were solved correctly. This suggests alarge number of chance or accidental errors. Inonly 21.5 percent of the cases were all four ofthe examples of a single type solved incorrectly,
thus indicating a difficulty that persisted andthat was not due wholly to chance. Obviously
therefore, it is not at all likely that a validdiagnosis of difficulty or inability in
arithmetic can be made on the basis of a test
containing only one example of a type. (5)
Similar findings are reported by Willing (I926) in the
subject area of punctuation and other phases of English. "To
insure validity, a test,
. .should adequately sample the range
of situations in which the skills involved .. .may be used."
(27 1 5) Brueckner suggests that three or four examples of
each type should be included in a diagnostic test. "In this
study it was found that there was a relatively high degree
of consistency of the type of error or specific fault found
in a pupil's work when as many as three or four examples of
a single type were solved incorrectly." ( 4 ) Various studies
by Grossnickle ( 1939 i 1943 ) generally corroborate Brueckner'
s
findings, extending them to other grade levels and mathe
matical areas, such as division of decimals (Grossnickle,
1943; ' the fundamental operations in arithmetic (Grossnickle
and .^nyder, 1939); and, division with a two-figure divisor.
(Grossnickle, 1939 ).
In Section II above, it was noted that this field
test restricted itself to simply predicting whether a given
student would answer a given question correctly or
incorrectly, rather than attempting to predict specific
answers made by the student. If students were entirely
consistent, it might be an easy matter to predict the
particular error they might make on a given problem, Howeve
students are not entirely consistent, exther in answering
correctly or in the errors they make. Breuckner and Elwell
(1932) studied the consistency of errors made by 327 pupils
in five different schools in five different cities. It was
found that in cases where more than one example of the same
type was missed, errors occurred in such a variety of com-
binations as to make specific answer prediction unreliable.
When all four examples of a given type were
solved incorrectly a relatively high degree of
consistency of error was revealed. In only 7
percent of the cases were all four examples
missed for varied reasons: in I6.0 percent of
the cases all four missed for identically the
same reason; in 27.8 percent of the cases all
four were missed for the same reason but there
was in addition some other error which varies
from example to example;... (5)
If only 16,0 percent of the cases produced four m.isses for
identically the same reason, then for 84.0 percent of the
cases the four mixes contained variations and combinations
of errors, making specific prediction of error making quite
unreliable
.
VII. DERIVATION OF AND COMMENTARY ON
THE ADJUSTMENT FORMULA
Column ( 2 ) of Table XIII contains the unadjusted
results (R'.V) as taken from the Match Sheet. An analysis of
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the procedure followed reveals that an r-prediction is made
in every case except when clear evidence exists that the
student has made a reliable error- type (RET) applicable to
an appropriate MAT item, since students make other non-
correct responses, such as not answering, making clerical
errors, misreading, carelessness, inattentiveness, confusion
of method and other error answers, not accounted for by
w-prcdictions, an adjustment is called for in the r-
prediction.
Of the data which was r-predicted, only the right
answers belong in the r-prediction space. All other data
are part of an x factor, to be deleted from the r-predictions.
r-predictions made, these non-correct responses
by students are going to appear in the RW cell of the
prediction grid. (See figure X)
Figure X
Prediction Grid
w r
response response
r
prediction
RW RR
w
prediction
WW WR
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The RW cell is only supposed to contain mispre-
dictions stemming from the imperfections in utilizing error
types as a basis for predictions {W)
,
However, the RW cell
also contains (Unaccounted for errors made by a student
on the achievement test) which do not belong in the RW cell.
Hence
RW = + u^. (1)
The ratio
Te - E
_
U (2)
N N
where
T - stands for - Total Errors made by a student
E - stands for - Error-types made by a student
N - stands for - Total number of problems’
U - stands for - Unaccounted for errors made by a
student
Subscripts are used to indicate whether we are referring to
the diagnostic test (D) or the achievement test (A).
We assume that the relationship
®D cC ( 3 )N
A
is an equality relationship. (Appendix IV contains an
empirical argument in support of this premise.)
If
CTp E ) . (T , E )
N
D
N,
( 4 )
let
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«D . - Eq) „ . E^) ( from
4 (5)
"d n. above
)
J\ (from 2 and 5) (6)
Rd(Na) * rw - rw (from 1 and 6) (7)
RW = RW - Rn(N^) (from 7)
VIII. EFFICIENCY RATIO
^E
(DIAGNOSTIC EFFICIENCY)
The concept of the reliable error-type (RET) is
central to the development of this validation procedure.
The presence of reliable error-types on the diagnostic test
of a student alone determines whether a given problem will
be predicted as a w-predictiorl or an r-prediction. Hence,
the greater the incidence of RET's in relation to the total
number of errors made, the greater the efficiency of the
test. This can be expressed by the ratio
Rp Total Number of Errors of the RET variety made by a
^ * Student
Total Number of errors made by a student
The closer Rg is to one (1) the better the efficiency of the
test. This Rg factor might be called a measure of the
efficiency of the test as a diagnostic instrument. Certainly,
as Rg approaches zero (0), fewer and fewer w-predictions
become possible. Symbolically, as Rg—>0j w-predictions
—
and
I
RR WW
RR + RW + WW + RW
RR
RR + RW
.
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There appears to be a slight correlation between RE
and the number of elements in the WW-cell, suggesting that
as Rg increases, the WW-cell also increases.
Table XII compares the distribution of prediction
outcomes of the two students for whom the WW-cell contained
the least number of cases, students #2 and # 17
,
to the
distribution of prediction outcomes of the three students
for whom the WW-cell contained the most number of cases,
students # 1 , #15 and #28.
Table XII
A Table Comparing WW-cells with Rr-.
* ti
Student
Number RW WR WW RR
^CTot
2 2 0 0 37 94 . 9f. .053
17 3 0 0 33 91.7f« .036
1 2 0 13 18 93.97» .324
15 0 3 14 19 91.7'/^ .337
28 0 4 17 13 QS.Zfo .405
All five Pqijiq-j. percentages are in the top third of
the distribution. However, students #2 and #1? have
the lowest WW-cell content while students #1, #15 and #28
have the highest WW-cell content. At the same time, the
diagnostic efficiency ratios R^ for students #2 and # 1 ?
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are among the lowest (2 out of the lowest 3) while for
students #1, #15 and #28 are among the highest (3 out of the
highest 5), suggesting that the WW-cell counts and the R 's£
bear a relationship. Further comparisons indicate that RE
and the WW-cells have a slightly positive relationship.
IX. INDEX OF PREDICTION ACCURACY (P )CTot'
The index of prediction accuracy is the proportion
of the predictions made that are correct predictions, i.e.,
the ratio of correct predictions (Hits) to total predictions
made
.
^CTot B + C
A + B + C + D
B + C
N
A
Where is the proportion ^of the total predictions that
are correct; A, B, C and D are the number of items
classified in each case of the table; and N^ is the total
number of predictions made.
Figure XI*
Paradigm for Evaluating Prediction Accuracy
*Adapted from Brown, Frederick C., Principles of
Educational and Psychological Testing.
Criterion Performances
(Achievement Test Performance)
W-responses R-responses
RW RR
R-prediction A B
Miss Hit
WW WR
W-prediction C D
Hit In i S S
The decision maker is always interested in the
accuracy of the decisions. He strives toincrease the proportion of correct decisions
and decrease the proportion of incorrect
decisions. Therefore, one possible way to
evaluate a decision maker's performance is to
determine the proportion of his decisions that
are accurate or correct. Analogously, when
phychological tests are used as the basis for
making a decision, an index of their effective-
ness is the proportion of correct decisions made.
The most effective (the most valid) test is the
one that produces the greatest proportion of
correct decisions. An index of the validity of
the ^ test would be the proportion of correct
decisions made when test scores are used as the
basis for making the decision. (Brown, 2)
However
,
the validity of a diagnostic test is more
specifically dependent upon the correct w-predictions than
it is upon correct r-predictions
,
since correct r-predictions
are not made directly on the basis of reliable error-type
information. Furthermore, the’ validity of a diagnostic test
is related to the number of incorrect w-predictions made.
In other words, the number of items in the WR-cell of the
paradigm should be as close to zero as possible, since, if
a diagnostic procedure results in repeated misprediction of
error making where no error making is occurring, that
diagnostic procedure is not capable of making valid inference
about student use of faulty mathematical processes.
There is no point in trying to measure the validity
of a diagnostic instrument on students who are not making
reliable error-types. For that reason, one must eliminate
those particular samples of student performance on a diag-
nostic test where no reliable error-type making has occurred.
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While all students in this group made at least one reliable
error-type, students #2 and..#l? (See Table XII) made very
few reliable error- types. Their diagnostic efficiency was
therefore low
.053 and .036 respectively, which makes their
individual Percentages less informative concerning the
diagnostic validity of the instrument for them.
X. INDEX OF ERROR PREDICTION ACCURACY (P^,, )INeg'
The Index of Error Prediction Accuracy is the
proportion of error predictions made that are correct
predictions i.e., the ratio of correct error predictions
(hits) to total error predictions made.
P = C ^ WW
INeg C + D WW WR
This index provides additional information concerning
error-prediction. It requires no adjustment since it is based
only on information obtained from error-type data. Considering
the small number of cases of error prediction for student, no
interpretation is possible of individual students.
However 5 N = 253 constitutes a sufficient sample size to
justify examining the total pe^^centage. If Pj-sjgg were
significantly smaller than i i't would work against the
validity of the test. An equal or greater percentage is
needed to support the hypothesis that the diagnostic test was
valid diagnostically.
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XI. ERROR PREDICTION DISCRIMINATOR R„
N =
3 Number of Error Predictions Made
Total Number of Predictions Made
The closer Rj^ is to one (1), the more significance
one can attach to both and percentages.
XII. CONSISTENCY OF DIAGNOSTIC VALIDITY
If the diagnostic test generates drastically diverse
indices of prediction accuracy from student to student it lacks
consistency of diagnostic validity. Conversely, if a test
generates similar indices of predictive accuracy, it is
consistent as a predictor. The diversity or similarity of
the indices can be assessed by examining the ranges and
4
variances of the scores.
Furthermore, a test whose index of prediction
accuracy Pq^iq-^ fluctuates markedly from student to student
seriously undermines the validity of the test. However one
would have to investigate further to determine v/hethsr the
fluctuations are attributable to variability of student
skills, age, intelligence, etc., or whether the fluctuations
are simply due to general instability of this diagnostic
instrument and its prediction algorithm.
XIII. FINDINGS BEARING ON THE
VALIDITY OF THE DTSA
The purpose of this dissertation is not to establish
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or test the validity of the DfSA. The findings for the DTSA
are presented here as an example of how the procedures for
establishing diagnostic validity can be used for establishing
diagnostic validity for instruments of this kind. In order to
establish the diagnostic validity of the DTSA, larger samples,
randomly selected, would have to be used.
Starting with an original sampling of 118? predictions
(see Table XIII) comprised of 251 w-predictions and 936
r-predictions, an adjustment was made due to the fact that
the RV/-cell contained known mis-predictions which were
unavoidable in the design of the prediction algorithm. This
adjustment reduced the RW-cell by 222, giving an adjusted
RW-cell value of 120. The reduction represents an adjustment
of the prediction sampling rather than a reduction of the
sample
.
The two kinds of incorrect predictions were
considered
,
(1) The prediction of a student error where there
is none. This occurs in cell WR and is the more serious type
of incorrect prediction. 41 out of 25 I or 16,3 per cent of
the w-predictions v/ere incorrectly predicted.
(2) The prediction of correct response where an
incorrect response actually occurred. While not as serious
a threat to the validity of the test, it is never the less
an identifiable incorrect prediction, 120 out of ?14 or
16.8 per cent of the r-predictions were incorrect predictions
of this type. This suggests that in the sample tested, there
Findings
Across
Students
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was between 16 and 17 per cent failure to correctly predict
either w-responses or r-responses. About 16.7 per cent of
the total predictions made were incorrect predictions.
The two correct predictions were considered:
(1) The prediction of error where there was error is
a key element in establishing diagnostic validity and the
higher the percentage the greater the diagnostic validity.
210 out of 251 of 83.7 per cent of the errors predicted
were correctly predicted.
(2) The prediction of correct response where a
correct response actually occurred, while not as significant
as (1) above, is never the less a source of correct
predictions. 594 out of 714 or 83.2 per cent of the correct
responses were actual correct "responses. About 83.3 percent
of the total predictions made were prediction successes.
A closer examination of Table XIV reveals that,
students #5, #23 and #24 have significantly lower
percentages indicating that for those three students at
least the diagnostic test had less validity.
Table XIV
List of Students with Low P^ipot*^
(1) (2) (3) (li
RV/
(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
Stdnt
No.
RV/ WR ww RR ^CTot
RST TS
5
23
22 .275 11 0 8 11 63.3^ .264 92 348
20 • 255 10 3 7 11 58 . 1 -% .287 96 334
24 25 .293 13 0 7 9 55 - 2% . 144 46 319
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The RW and RW counts of the three students are the
highest of the group. The total error counts for the three
students are also among the five highest. The fact that
the RW, RW and T^ scores of these three students are all
significantly higher than the scores of the remaining twenty-
six students is an indicator that other undetected error-types
were made by those students.
Possibly the unusually high rate of total error
making by all three students is a factor in their low CTot
percentages, although there is not enough information
available to state that as a conclusion.
On a diagnostic instrument the overall accuracy of
making diagnoses is important. But more important is the
variability of that diagnosis 'per student. For at least
three students the DTSA is a relatively poor instrument. For
the twenty nine students tested the validity of the DTSA is
highly variable. A range of 41.9 percentage points is
unusually large as is the standard deviation of 10.2,
indicating the variability of the diagnostic tests validity
across subjects. The procedure for establishing the diagnostic
validity is accomplished individual by individual. If a
test is not valid for each individual, its group validity is
curtailed.
Students //2, #13 and #1? have extremely low error
making counts (RW + /fW) or (.vV/ + V/W). The lowest for the
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group (Table XIII) indicating that the Pq^q-j. percentages
are least likely to be significant as indicators of
diagnostic validity
. The fact that such a low error making
count correlates to high Pqqiq-j. has already been discussed
under the heading of Diagnostic Efficiency (page 110).
For the remaining students however, there is ample
evidence that the error types ascribed to them as diagnosed
through the DTSA are in fact error-types that they make,
suggesting that here is a way that a teacher can focus on
the kind of instruction these students need.
It is informative to compare the indices dealing with
test validity. Table XIII shows:
Group = 83.
^INeg
= 83. 6fo
Xp 82
.
2fo
^GTot
The closeness of the two group indices seems to
suggest that PQr^^^ is equally representative of both
r-predictions and w-predictions . The mean of the individual
indices appears to be somewhat lower than the group scores,
however the difference does not appear significant, and might
easily be ascribed to the few extreme low scores of the
individual scores. The uniformity of indices suggest that
there is a strong control tendency to the data, and that as
we better understand the nature of the extreme scores we will
be in a better position to account for them.
It will be possible to subject the data to more
rigorous examination when the specific number of times eachlet as made by each student, is listed together with the
number of problems on the WT to which the CLET was applied
to make predictions for each student. The number of times
a CLET was made by each student is important because if it
can be discerned whether any student made no error types,
then it will be possible to eliminate that student's data
from the sample because the diagnostic test does not
perform a diagnostic function on a student who makes no HET's
column (11) Of Table XIII indicates that each student made
at least one RET. The number of problems on the MAT to
Which the CLET-s were applied to make predictions for each
student indicates to what extent the MAT was capable of
utilizing the CLET data collected. There appear to be a
reasonable surface correlation between MAT utilized CLET's
(See Column (I 3 ) of Table XIII) and of RET's made on the DTSA,
What this study does not do, that future studies
would, is to give a breakdown of how many distinct or
different CLET's were made by each student. It would then
be possible to discern which CLET had no opportunity of
being made on the MAT. This constitutes a limitation on
the validation methodology to fully evaluate and interpret
the diagnostic validity of the prediction algorithm.
Chapter IV
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Chapter IV
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I . SUMMARY
A , The Need for Developing; a
Validation Procedure
The contemporary emphasis on individualized
instruction, either in a behavior modification program, or
in the context of the movement towards alternative schooling,
as exemplified by the British Primary School movement,
require the refining of diagnostic tests as a means of gaining
greater access to student thinking and behavior. This study
has described the development and field test of a validation
procedure for diagnostic tests which quantifies those elements
of diagnostic tests which are most likely to prove useful in
analyzing and understanding student thinking and behaving in
arithmetic. Furtherm.ore
,
it creates a needed tool which may
be used to validate tests as specifically diagnostic
instruments
.
B. Presentation of Findings
A number of measuring devices have been developed
which bear upon the diagnostic validity and reliability of
diagnostic tests. The index of diagnostic efficiency Rg is
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an indicator of the degree to which the diagnostic test
was able to relate specific error types to student error
making. The predicted error ratio Rj^ is an indicator of
the degree of utilization of error types in making error
prediction. However, neither of these ratio give us any
direct information on the validity of a diagnostic test.
The index of prediction accuracy indicates the degree
to which the test, together with the prediction algorithm,
were capable of utilizing error-types to predict error
making on the part of students. Taken together with the
index of error-prediction accuracy Pjjqgg ’they indicate the
degree to which the diagnostic test and its prediction
algorithm are capable of generating correct inferences of
the faulty mathematical processes of students.
The range and standard deviation of the give
some indication of the stability of diagnostic validity
across students. It does not pinpoint the cause or origins
of a lack of diagnostic validity identified for some students,
C, Conclusions
The purpose of this study was the development and field
test of a method of establishing diagnostic validity. It was
found that the method developed created a series of measure-
ments which have a direct bearing on diagnostic validity. The
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general method developed can have a bearing on the design of
future diagnostic tests.
Given a procedure for the establishment of diagnostic
validity, it will be possible to assess the validity of
a diagnostic instrument, to redesign the instrument, and to
reassess its new validity, thus providing a means whereby
the diagnostic validity of the test can be systematically
improved to the point where future diagnostic tests can be
designed with increased diagnostic validity and efficiency.
Finally, it can be concluded that the procedure for
establishing diagnostic validity works.
II. RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that future diagnostic tests be
so designed as to test by error-type rather by problem types.
It is recommended that future diagnostic tests
include three or more test items of each error-type being
diagnosed.
It is recommended that future diagnostic tests be
analyzed not just across students but across error-types,
to investigate the variability of validity across error-
types. Thus a foi' error-types would be developed
along with an adjustment formula, and R^^ and R^ for
error-types
.
It is recommended that future validation procedures
utilize criterion tests specifically designed to fit the
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specific problem-types or error-types of the diagnostic
test being validated. In that way, each item on the criterion
test can be designed to test a specific error-type. Perhaps
it will be necessary for the criterion test to also contain
three or more test items for each error—type being validated
and diagnosed.
It is recommended that other diagnostic tests in
arithmetic and other subject areas be validated by this
method in order to provide more data on indices of prediction
accuracy and error-type ratios, so that accuracy ranges can
begin to be developed as well as to confirm or deny the
findings of this study.
Finally, it is recommended that error- type date be
gathered for other areas of mathematics as well as for other
subjects not nov/ available so as to expand the areas of
valid diagnosis.
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AI^PENDIX I
1153 ^ast 56th Street
Chicago, Illinois G0G57
June 5, 1970
I.!r* Peter K, Guro.u
14 I-Iandalay Road
Springfield, Ilassachusetts 01118
Pear Mr. Gura.u:
Theailc you for your interest in the Diagnostic Studies -.;hich
Professor Bus^.tcII al^d I did so many’ 'ye aVs*’'a^6*,
To rny loio’mledge there has never been cny formal validation of the
test. I thirJc the expression "reasonably valid" vas used only
in the informal general sense, as you suggest. Of course the
individual intervievr technique has been used by many investigators,
notable in sor.n of the v/ork of Professor Vrilliaai A. Brcp.vnell and
his students.
Best v/ishes to you in your v.^ork on your disserto.tion»
Sincerely yours.
Lenore S. John
12 ?
APPENDIX II_
Clerical Procedures
1
. Procedure for Step IV
2
. Procedure for Step IX
3 . Procedure for Step X
4
. Procedure for Step XI
5 . Procedure for Step XIII
6
. Procedure for Step XIV
7 . Procedure for Step XV and XVI
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
PROCEDURE FOR
STEP IV
1. You should have a packet containing the following:
A pack of Classified Error-Type Compiler Cards
(CLETCCs) (Figure II) containing error types which students
have been known to make on a certain set (such as the set of
integers or fractions or decimals) over a given operation
(such as addition, subtraction, multiplication or division).
One Sample Page from the Brueckner Diagnostic Test
(Figure I and V) corresponding to the proper set and
operation as indicated above.
A Test Error Type Sheet (TETS) Set (Figures III and
IV) corresponding to the sample^ page of the above mentioned
Diagnostic Test,
2. Each CIETCC contains instructions on:
How to make a given error-type
To v/hich problem on the diagnostic test to apply
the error-type.
3. For each CLETCC, make the given error- type for each of
the designated problems on the diagnostic test and record the
resultant answer called a "classified error" on the TETS on
the space provided on the TETS. In some cases, a given
error-type may result in a family of error answers. That is
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why the error sheet provides spaces for up to nine (9) different
error answers for each problem.
4. Check each constructed error answer against the correct
answer to the left of Column 1. If your constructed error
answer happens to be the same as the correct answer, make
a large cross through your answer.
Example
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
PROCEDURE FOR
STEP IX
1. You should have a packet containing the following;
A Diagnostic Test Set
.
DTSA containing the work of
29 students, each test covering the same material (Example:
Test No. 5» Figure V; Diagnostic Test in Uneven Division
Facts
,
)
A Diagnostic Test Page containing the correct
answers to the problems of the above mentioned DTSA.
2. For each incorrect ansv/er on a student's DTSA, make an
incorrect Response Mark (X) next to the item.
3. Follov/ the procedure outlined in Step 2 above for all
29 students and for all DTSA sets provided.
4. Count up the number of (x) and (0) marks and record
each in the space provided on the test.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
PROCEDURE FOR
STEP X
1. You should have a packet containing the following:
A Pia-gnostic Test Set containing the work of 29
students, each test covering the same material (Example:
Test No. 5 Diagnostic Test in Uneven Division Facts.)
ihe item on the TETS (See Figure IV) should correspond to
the problems* on the diagnostic test set. (see above).
A Packet of Blank Test Error Type Tally Sheets (TETi’S)
(Figure VI)
.
A Roll of scotch tape.
2. Tape one TSTTS to each TETS so that the horizontal lines
on the two sheets match up.
3.
Number the vertical columns across the top of the Tally
I
Sheet from 1 through 29 to correspond to the 29 students who
I
participated in this sampling.
I
4. Now take the test of student #1 and check to see if any
I
of the mistakes made by this student correspond to the errors
I
written in columns 1 through 9 in pencil on the error sheet.
I
I If you find such an. error, write the erroneous answer in the
' box corresponding to the student's number and the error item.*
' Continue in the same manner until you have recorded all of
I
I
the errors that this student made, which were recorded on the
I
I
i
I
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particular error sheet you are working on.
5. Follow the procedure outlined in step 4 above for all 29
students and for all the error sheets provided for this test.
“•Unless that error number has been crossed out with a large
X. Example 53
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
PROCEDURE FOR
STEP XI
1. You should have a packet containing the following:
A set of Classified Error Record Sheets (CLSRS) for
a single test (Figure VII).
A set of Error-Type Compiler Sheets (Figure VIII),
2. Open one CLERS at a time. Go to the TSTTS section of
the CLSRS starting with student #1. Make a search to ascertain
whether this student made three or more of this error-type.
If he did, record the total number of times that student made
that error-type in the student's column of the Error-Type
Compiler Sheet. This entry should at the same time reflect
the CLETIN of the error-type in the last column at the right
on the same horizontal row as the entry.
3. In a like manner continue for students #2 through #29.
4. Go to the next set of Classified Error Record Sheets for the
next test and repeat the procedures for steps 1, 2 and 3.
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INSTRUCTION FOR THE
PROCEDURE FOR
STEP XIII
1. You should have a packet containing the following
»
The set of Criterion Card (Figure IX)
The set of Classified Error-Type Compiler Card
(Figure II)
The Error-Type Compiler Sheet Set (Figure VIII)
A set of Blank Error Predictors (Figure X)
2. In the rightmost column of the error predictor sheet
entitled Classified Error-Type Identification Number, list
all CLETIN's for reliable error-types made by Student #1
taken from the Error-Type Compiler Sheets (Figure VIII)
3. Take the first CLETIN on the paper and from the set of
criterion cards, select the matching modified CLETIN numbers.
From the deck of Classified Error-Type Compiler Cards, select
the CLETCC with the appropriate CLETIN, Now try to perform
the error-type indicated on the CLETIN on the problem of the
criterion card. If the error-type can be made on this problem,
record the predicted error on the first line of the Error
Predictor Sheet filling in the modified CLETIN, CLETIN and
MAT item number as well. If the error cannot be made because
the situation called for on the CLETCC cannot occur on the
criterion card problem, do not predict an error.
k. In a like manner, go through all the listed CLETINS for
reliable error-types made by student
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5. Having completed student #1, in a like manner work out
students #2 through #29.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
PROCEDURE FOR
STEP XIV
1, You should have a packet containing the following
j
29 MAT Test Booklets (Appendix II)
A set of 29 Error Predictor Sheets with predictions
made (Figure X)
A set of blank Match Sheets (Figure XI)
2. Taking only the first student's Error Predictor Sheet
and a single Match Sheet
a. Fill in the appropriate student number in the
4
top left hand corner.
b. Record all error predictions from the Error
Predictor Sheet to the error answer column of
the Match Sheet and mark a "W” in the "P"
column next to the error answer recorded.
c. After you have recorded all error responses for
this student on the Match Sheet, fill in an "R"
in the remaining open spaces of the "P” column
until every space in the "P" column has either
an "R" or a "W" in it.
3.
When you have finished student #1, follow instruction #2
above for students #2 through #29.
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4, Taking only the Achievement Test and the Match Sheet of
the first student:
a. Line up problems 1 through 14 on the MAT to
match the first column of the Match Sheet.
b. If the student answer on the MAT matches the
correct answer in the correct answer column of
the Match Sheet, write an "R" in the "A" column.
c. If the student answer on the MAT differs from
the correct answer in the correct answer column
of the Match Sheet, or if the student did not
answer the MAT question, then write a "W in
the "A" column of the match.
c. In the same manner, record items #15 through #48
of the MAT on the Match Sheet.
5. In the same manner, transcribe the results of the work of
students #2 through #29 to the appropriate Match Sheets.
APPENDIX III
Verification Procedures
1. Verification of Procedure for Step IV
2. Verification of Procedure for Step IX
3 . Verification of Procedure for Step X
4. Verification of Procedure for Step XI
5. Verification of Procedure for Step XIII
6. Verification of Procedure for Step XIV
7. Verification of Procedure for Step XV and XVI
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VERIFICATION OF' PROCEDURE
FOR STEP IV
Ob.iective
A sample of 100 items is to be selected from each of
the three (3) clerks' work. If the first sampling of 100
items contains more than one (1) clerical error, a second
sample of 100 items is to be drawn. If the composite number
of mistakes made by this clerk exceeds 1% of the total sample,
then either the entire work of the clerk will be check or the
work will be done over from the beginning by a different
clerk.
Step IV consists of taking one Classified Error-Type
Card CLSTC at a time, and making the error called a
Classified Error CE for each of the designated problems (that
is, those problems designated on the ETS under the section
"Apply only to") on the Diagnostic Test DTSA, and recording
the resultant answer, called the Classified Actual Error
Number (CLAEN) on the ERS in the section for STs. In some
cases, a given CE may result in a family of CLAENs. That
is why the TET section of the ERS provides space for up to
nine different CLAENs for each problem. (See Step IV
Procedure)
.
Any one ERS can have from 1 to 100 CEs. The object
of the verification procedure is to check on the accuracy of
each clerk in computing and recording the CEs.
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Procedure
1. For each of the three clerks, the following
procedure is used,
a. If there are more than 100 TETs for a given
clerk, then randomly select one sample from each TET using
Procedure X^. If there are less than 100 TETs for a given
clerk, recycle the TETs until a sample of 100 has been
drawn
,
b. Rework those items and check them against
the recorded CEs of that clerk.
Procedure
Since no TET contains more than 100 CEs, a two-digit
numbering system is used. To "facilitate handling, TETs con-
taining less than 10 items will utilize a one-digit numbering
system employing only the first digit of the five-digit
random number.
Using the arbitrary scheme
1st line 2nd column
2nd line . column
13th line I4th column
l4th line 1st column
select the first two-digits from enough uf the five-digit
random number units to obtain 100 different random two-digit
numbers. When a number formed from the five-digit random
number is greater than the number of items on a TET or is
a repeat of a number already chosen from that i'ET, it is
to be passed over and the next appropriate random number
is to be used.
VERIFICATION OF PROCEDURE
FOR STEP IX
Ob.iective
A sample of 100 items is to be selected from the total
work. If the first sampling of 100 items contains more than
one (1) clerical error, a second sample of 100 items is to be
drawn. If the composite number of mistakes made by the clerk
exceeds 1% of the total sample, then either the entire work of
4
the clerk will be checked, or the work will be done over from
the beginning by a different clerk.
Step IX consists of checking the work of each student
against a master sheet, and marking each incorrect answer with
an Incorrect Response Mark (IRM).
The objective of the verification procedure is to
check the accuracy of the clerk in recording the IRM.
Procedure
There being 26 DTSA pages, and 29 students, a total of
754 pages are to be included as the population from which the
sample is to be drawn. Arbitrarily order the 754 pages. (In
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actual fact, the pages are ordered as followst by test
numbering 1-23, i>y student numbering from 1 through 29).
Randomly select 100 samples by procedure and rework them.
Procedure
Since there are 27,811 items in the total population, select
110 five-digit random numbers. (We select 110 random five-
digit numbers to account for duplication, since we seek 100
distinct numbers.) Use the arbitrary scheme
1st line l4th column
2nd line 13th column
l4th line 1st column
1st line l4th column
to select five-digit numbers.
Since more than one-third of the numbers from the
random number table are greater than 27,811, the following
schema will save time
.
For any number greater than 27,811
n - 0 for 0 /c n ^ 27 , 811
n - 27,811 . for 27,811<: n^55.622
n - 55,^22 for 55,622< n<=83,433
n —83,433 for 83.433<n^99,999
VERIFICATION OF PROCEDURE
FOR STEP X
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Ob.iective
A sample of 100 items is to be selected from each of
the nine clerks' work. If the first sampling of 100 items
contains more than one clerical error, a second sample of 100
items is to be drawn. If the composite number of mistakes
made by this clerk exceeds 1% of the total sample, then either
the entire work of the clerk will be checked or the work will
be done over from the beginning by a different clerk.
Step X consists of comparing each structured error
CE on the TET with the classified-actual-error-number (CLAEN)
from the DTSA and recording all coinciding numbers on the
TETTS section of the ERS under, the appropriate problem number.
The tallying consists of writing the CLAEN (which corresponds
to the constructed-error (CE) in the appropriate tally
space. (CS-> CLAEN)
Since any one ERS can have from 1 to 100 CSs and
since there were 29 students tested, it is possible that the
range of CLASNS can actually vary between 0 and 2900 per ERS.
The object of the verification procedure is to check on the
accuracy of each clerk in recording the CLAENS.
Special Conditions
Normally each cell in the TETTS section of the SrS
would have an equal likelihood of being considered by a clerk
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checking Step II. However, since the DTSA tests were
marked, that is to say, they were coded so as to separate
correct from incorrect responses by means of an X places
next to an incorrect response, clerical effort centered on
those items only which contained an incorrect response
mark on the DTSA, with the result that not all cells in the
TETTS section of the ERS had an equal likelihood of being
considered. The procedure which follows seeks to consider
equally all those CLASNs made by a clerk in performing
step X.
Procedure
1. For each of the nine clerks, the following
procedure is used.
4
a. Randomly order all the ERSs of each clerk
by procedure Y^.
b. Select a group of 100 random three digit
numbers without replacement by procedure ^2 and arrange them
in order of size.
c. Select those 100 CLAENs for verification
which corresponds to the count of CLAENs as they appear on
List 1,
i. Selection procedures within a given
TETTS page are as follows;
Count all CLAENs from left to right,
line for line as one would in reading a page ol print from
top left to bottom right.
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d , This procedure will in some cases result in
a situation in which the verifier finds that he has run out
of EiRS sheets before he has collected his 100 samples. In
that case, the procedure is to obtain the number count of the
last CLAEN found on the E.<S series. Also obtain the number
of the last random three-digit number used. Subtract the
last CLAEN number from every remaining random three-digit
number, and the resulting number series may now be applied
again to the ERS series from the beginning. Should it
become necessary, this procedure may be repeated any number
of times.
Procedure
Number each distinct ERS, - not each page - in the
upper right hand corner until the complete work of one clerk
has been numbered from 1 to x (x <100)* Using the arbitrary
scheme
1st line column
2nd line 4th column
select
of the
12th line
13th line
I4th line
(without replacement)
l4th column
1st column
2nd column
the last two digits from enough
five digit random number units until you have obtained
your X distinct numbers.
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For x<50, the following schema will speed up the
selection process* The randomly selected number is divided
and the remainder discarded. In the case of
duplication, discard the sample and continue on until you
have obtained your x distinct numbers.
* X <100 indicates that no clerk worked on more than 100
distinct SrlSs.
** ( 100 ) - is defined as follows: Divide 100 by x and discard
X
the remainder.
Procedure
List about 110 random three-digit numbers in order of
size. These numbers will be used to select the 100 samples
from the TSTiS section of the EHS. (We select 110 to account
for the fact that we wish to have 100 different three-digit
numbers, that is without replacement.)
Using the arbitrary scheme
1st line 4th column
2nd line 5th column
11th line l4th column
12th line 1st column
select the first three-digit from enough of the five-digit
random number units to obtain 100 different random three-
digit numbers.
VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
FOR STEP XI
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The function of the error-type compiler sheet as well as
the procedure for transcribing data from the TETTS to the
Error-Type Compiler, etc. are fully described in Chapter II,
Section VIII.
Procedure
.
Slightly less than 1000 entries were made on the
ETCS. Since the work was done by one clerk, a random sample
of 100 item.s was selected. The procedure for selecting the
100 items is as follows:
Using the Arbitrary Scheme
1st line 5'th column
2nd line 6th column
10th line l4th column
11th line 1st column
select the last three-digits from enough of the five-digit
random number units to obtain 110 different random three-
digit numbers. Order the random numbers in order of size,
and counting from top left to bottom right, as one would do
in reading from left to right, count the entries until the
first random number is reached. Check this number against
the corresponding TETTS sheet. No errors v/ere found.
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VERIFICATION OF PROCEDURE
FOR STEP XIII
The work on Step XIII was done by one clerk.
As this procedure was not too time comsuming, all
steps in this procedure were duplicated by a different clerk.
VERIFICATION OF PROCEDURE
FOR STEP XIV
Since there are 1189 entries in the total population
recorded on 29 Match Sheets, select 110 five digit random
numbers. (We select 110 random numbers to account for
chance duplications, since we seek 100 distinct numbers.)
Use the arbitrary scheme
1st line 6th column
2nd line "/th column
9th line l4th column
10th line 1st column
To select 5 digit numbers, select the first four digits.
Since 1189 goes into 10,000 eight times, the following
schema will save time.
For any number greater than 1189
i
n for 0 n < 1189
n-1189 for 1189 < n c 2378
n-2378 for 2378 < n £ 3567
n-3567 for 3567 < n 4 4756
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n-4756 for 4756 cn £5945
n-5945 for 5945 <n £ 7134
n-7134 for 7134 < n< 8323
n-8323 for 8323 <n ^9512
n-9512 for 9512 4rn£9999
Order the Match Sheet by student number and the selected
and modified random numbers in order of size. Count items
on the Match Sheet until the first random number count is
reached. Check this item in all respects against its
sources. Continue on until all randomly selected items have
been checked.
VERIFICATION OF PROCEDURES
FOR STEPS XV AND XVI
4
All calculations of RW and R were run twice and the
results compared.
APPENDIX IV
Examination of Series of
Ratios in Pairs
A series of ratios in pairs were tested to observe
which pair of ratios stood the greatest chance of having a
theoretical equality relationship. The ratios:
(Set 1)
Ed and Ea
T F
6d- ° ^^e - ^A
(Set 2)
Ed and Ea
4
Na - I
'a
(Set 3)
^e -
and ^e
-
Ea
ni
^A
(Set 4)
-
Ed
u and "A
F
"A
''d 'a
(Set 5) Ed
T
and Ea
®A
were computed for each student (see Table XVII).
Table XVII shows the computed ratios for each set of
pairs. In Set (4) the right member is visibly larger than
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the left member for most cases (See Column I 3 of Table
XVII), Since and N are both constants across all
^ A
29 students, the variability of relationship must be
attributed to (T - E^) and (T - E,).
©D ^ Oa A
Furthermore, all decimal pairs within ,100 point
of each other have been checked. Set (4) has significantly
more checks than any others (See Figure XVII, column 12)
further indicating support for the assumption that:
T.
'D
-
N
D
The adjustment derived
RW = RV/ - R„ (N, )D A
RW - Adjusted RV/ cell
RW - Unadjusted RV/ cell
R^ - Adjustment Rate T E
u
Na - Number of predicted items on the
Achievement test,
visibly corrects the RV/ cell by removing R^ and the Na = 4l
items of the MT from consideration in the prediction paradi
+ and from the RW cell to obtain the RW cell. The rateU i 0 X
R-. is of course (T S-.) which is the ratio of unaccountedD e^ ~ u
for errors on the diagnostic test to the total number of
items of the diagnostic test.
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Table XV
Table of Ratios in Pairs
Std.
No.
SET
( 1 )
1
( 2 ) ( 3 )
SET
( 4 ) ( 5 ) ( 6 )
E, T..A e
SET
( 7 )
3
( 8 )
E,
®A ^
( 9 )
rp
«D
- °
rp TT
-
“"A
A
s - Ni . - E
.
A A
^A
1 .483 1.300 . 104 .464 .275 .555
2 .056 .000 X .003 . 000 X .060 .108 X
3 .280 . 181 X .036 ,.138 .145 .392
4 .324 .333 X .056 .129 X ,196 .181 X
5 .359 .363 X .109 .242 .439 2.000
6 .415 .769 .104 .322 .336 .722
7 .155 .350 .053 .205 .519 1.428
8 .342 1.600 .054 .464 .188 .178 X
9 .757 .800 X . 120 .242 .189 .434
10 .833 .333 .017 . .171 .265 .480
11 .151 .500 .024 .171 .190 .521
12 .361 1.000 .090 .464 .332 .705
13 .201 .714 .026 .171 .151
.241 X
14 .300 .583 .037 .242 .144 .500
15 .510 2.800 .120 .708 .309
,227 X
16 .280 .200 X .053 .129 X .227
.652
17 .373 .000 .004 .000 X .131
.242
18 .463 .818 .096 .281 .263
.523
19 .649 .909 .138 .366
.270 .550
20 .243 .571 .049 .242 .256
.736
21 .335 .800 .067 . 368 .253
.434
22 .486 1.000 . 064 . 386 .151
.476
23 .405 .350 X .115 .322
.399 1.428
24 .168 .280 .053 .205 ,
446 3.222
25 .182 .285 .032 .205
.199 .608
26 .349 .909 .076 . 386
.280 .550
27 .105 . 266 .023
.129 .280 . 681
28 . 681 .411 .127 1.050
X .229 .411
29 .213 .900 .054
.578 .342 .454
7 5
5
Table XV
Table of Ratios in Pairs
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Std.
No.
SET 4
( 10 )
T
«D
-
( 11 )
E,
®A
- ^
(i2)d 3 )
SET 5
( 14 )
^e
( 15 )
^e
( 16 ) (17)
’'a
1 .193 .243 X L .325 .565 L
2 .
'
.057 .-097 X L .053 .000 X S
3 .122 .268 L .219 .153 X s
4
. 155 . 146 X S .244 .250 X L
5 .275 .536 L .264 .266 X L
6 .227 .317 X L .293 .434 L
7 .324 .487 L .134 .259 L
8 .150 .121 X S .255 .615 L
9 .141 .243 L .431 .444 X L
10 .206 .292 X L .077 .250 L
11 , .155 .292 L ..130 .333 L
12 .229 .292 X L .265 .500 L
13 . 162 .170 X L .167 .416 L
14 .121 .292 L .231 .294 X L
15 .210 .121 X S .337 .736 L
16 .176 .365 L .219 . 166 X S
17 .115 .195 X L .360 .000 X
18 .190 .268 X L .316 .450 L
19 .186 .268 X L .393 .476 X L
20 .194 .341 L .195 .363 L
21 .189 .243 X L .251 .444 L
22 .123 .243 L .327 .500 L
23 .255 .487 L .287 .259 X S
24 .293 .707 L . 144 .218 X L
25 .161 .3^1 L .162 .222 X L
26 .203 . 268 X L .258 .476 L
27 .213 .365 L .095 .210
L
28 .165 .170 X L .405 .708 L
29 .241 .243 X L .175 .473
1
.187 16 11
H’•I
%
I

